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Abstract
For reasons of wave climate, geography, construction, maintenance, energy storage
and transmission, some devices for extracting energy from sea waves will likely be
installed on the coast. We study here the specific case where an Oscillating Water
Column (OWC) is attached to the tip of a long breakwater.
A three-dimensional numerical model of a skeletal geometry of the the Foz do Douro
breakwater is developed in order to determine the response inside the OWC pneumatic
chamber to incident waves and assess the possible effects of the breakwater geometry.
The model uses the hybrid element method and linear water wave theory.
Then, a more analytical approach for a simplified geometry is presented. Making use
of an exact solution for the scattering by a solid cylinder connected to a wedge, we
solve for the linearized problems of radiation and scattering for a hollow cylinder with
an open bottom. Power-takeoff by Wells turbines above an air chamber is modeled
by including the compressibility of air. It is shown for the case of a circular OWC
attached to a thin breakwater, that the incidence angle affects only the waves in
and outside the column but not the power extraction which depends only on the
averaged water-surface displacement inside. Optimization by controlling the turbine
characteristics is examined for a wide range of wavelengths.
Finally, the same approach is used to solve the case of an OWC positioned along a
straight coast line. It is found that in this configuration, the extracted power does
depend on the incidence angle. It is also shown that the average efficiency is doubled
compared to the thin breakwater geometry.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The science and technology of power extraction from sea waves have been steadily
advancing since the 1970's. Reviews of the earlier devices can be found in McCormick
[1], Evans [2] and Mei [3]. More recent surveys have been given by Falcdo [4] and
Falnes [5]. While many design concepts now exist at diverse stages of development,
the most widely studied ones approximately fall in two major categories. For one
type, energy is collected from the oscillations of floating bodies such as buoys, cams
or floats. In the other the oscillating water surface inside a stationary column open
at the bottom pushes the dry air above through turbines.
The first studies were mostly focused on rigid-body oscillating systems like the
famous Salter 'duck'. Notably, Evans [6], Mei [7] and Budal and Falnes [8] provided
extremely valuable contributions in modeling this problem. The rigid-body theory
has then been adapted to model simple oscillating water columns (OWC) by Evans
[9]. Falcdo and Sarmento considered the increased pressure on a non-plane free sur-
face [10]. Finally, Evans provided a general theory for any number of fixed OWC [11]
including a parallel with the rigid-body motion where the hydrodynamics character-
istics of a system are described in terms of its added mass and radiation damping rate
matrices. In the case of an OWC, the volume flux across the considered free surface
replaces the concept of exciting forces exerted on a floating body. In both theories,
optimum power absorption is based on the matching of impedances, i.e., the system
must resonate at the design frequency and the energy absorption rate must match
the rate of radiation damping.
Both the resonance frequency and the radiation damping rate depend on the ge-
ometry of the device. Because sea waves are random and broad-banded, a design
challenge is to improve the system performance so that high efficiency is achieved
over a wide range of frequencies around the spectral peak of the incident sea. To
achieve this goal, it is necessary in the design phase to model the power extracting
device and predict its hydrodynamics characteristics. It must also be noted that it is
possible to manipulate the absorber in real time by phase control (Budal and Falnes
[8]) to increase the efficiency. Other ideas include the coupling of two or more mech-
anisms in one unit so that multiple resonant peaks can be attained.
Detailed studies of specific OWC geometries have been conducted. Theories for
simple two-dimensional geometries have been derived by Smith [12] and later Evans
and Porter [13]. Sarmento and Falcio presented a full model including turbin power
take-off [14]. Three-dimensional axi-symmetric floating OWC geometries have been
considered by Fernandes [15]. An efficient calculation method using a Galerkin for-
mulation has been designed by Evans and Porter [16] in the case of a circular cylinder
with thin walls, following the work of Garrett on bottomless harbours scattering [17].
When considering a specific system, the geometry, local bathymetry, coastline bound-
ary and other construction details must be examined. It is now possible to use a wide
variety of numerical tools such as finite element. However, it is also useful for physical
insight to study idealized systems using analytical means. The understanding gained
from such a study is thought to be potentially valuable to guide design efforts in their
early phase.
In general the choice of sites depends not only on wave climate but also on the
accessibility, construction and maintenance costs, storage, transmission, grid connec-
tion ... etc. For some projects it may be more preferable to install the entire system
on the coast rather than offshore. Since 1990 the experimental OWC pilot plant on
the coast of Pico, Island of Azores, Portugal, has been in operation [18]. Moreover,
plans has been reported for another full size OWC station at the head of a breakwater
at the mouth of Foz do Douro River, Portugal [19]. More theoretical studies have also
been conducted such as McIver and Evans approximate theory for OWC's situated
in harbours along a reflecting wall [20].
This thesis presents different approaches for modelling the hydrodynamics of an
OWC installed on a coast line. The first part is an hybrid element numerical model of
a geometry close to an early design of the actual Foz do Douro OWC plant. The aim
is to solve the scattering problem and assess the effect of the breakwater on the wave
pattern, mainly the free surface inside the OWC. We consider next a simplified OWC
geometry consisting of a hollow circular cylinder connected to a thin breakwater. The
cylinder is open to the sea at the bottom and rises to a certain height above the mean
sea level. The power-take-off system such as Wells turbines is installed on top of the
cylinder. A linearized theory is developed to predict the effects of the breakwater on
waves in and outside the column ; and also on power absorption. The same approach
can be applied to any wedge-like coast line. As another example, we treat the case of
an OWC positioned along a straight coast line. In all cases, the sea depth is assumed
to be constant and the walls of the coast and structure are vertical. Monochromatic
plane waves of very small slope arrive from a prescribed direction.

Chapter 2
Hybrid Model of Ceodouro
Breakwater OWC
Plans have been made to install the Ceodouro power plant at the head of a long
breakwater at the mouth of Foz do Douro estuary [19]. The site was chosen based
on the perceived advantage of low construction cost in comparison to offshore loca-
tions. The breakwater is inclined with its head pointing in the South-West direction
while the predominant waves arrive from the North-West. From wave records in the
vicinity the dominant wave period is around 10 seconds and the average significant
wave height 1.6 m. While issues of power takeoff and OWC performance have been
analyzed in detail before [21, 22], diffraction patterns due to the long breakwater
and their possible effects on the performance of an OWC unit have not been seen in
open literature. We are therefore constructing a numerical model with the view to
analyzing the effects of diffraction on the water level inside the chamber.
For a different project of the Azores Pilot Plant on the Island of Pico, numerical
modelling of the complex geometry for an OWC plant including part of the coastline
and local bathymetry has been reported by Brito-Melo et al [23]. The numerical
method of boundary elements based on Green's function in a sea of constant depth
was employed. The sea depth in the immediate neighborhood and in the far field were
treated as being constant, so that discrete elements were only used over the vertical
walls of the cassons and the power plant and over the uneven bottom nearby.
We report here a computation of linear diffraction by the breakwater with a par-
tially open chamber at its head. The hybrid element method developed for isolated
scatterers [24, 25] is modified to account for the long breakwater. Since the incident
wave comes from one side of the breakwater, we ignore for convenience the small
thickness of most of the breakwater on the shadow side away from the OWC unit
and the breakwater head. For confirmation of the numerical scheme several simple
geometries with well-known analytical solutions are used, including a vertical circular
cylinder and a semi-infinite breakwater of zero thickness. The complex geometry to
be modelled is based on an early design of the Ceodouro power plant [19, 21, 22].
2.1 The Hybrid Element Method
We shall consider monochromatic waves only; the result gives the frequency response
which can be used for spectral analysis of random waves. We also assume that away
from the head of the breakwater, the sea depth is constant and all walls are vertical.
The model is based on the linearized potential theory of an inviscid and incompressible
fluid and for wave amplitude small relative to the typical water depth and structural
dimensions (ao/a < 1 and ka = 0(1)) [3].
In the hybrid element method, the fluid domain is divided into two regions: the
near field where the geometry, including the sea bottom, can be complex, and the far
field where the geometry is simple and the sea depth h is constant. The two fields
are separated by an imaginary circular cylinder S as shown in Figure 2-1. In the
near field V, the spatial factor of the velocity potential ¢ is approximated by finite
elements with unknown nodal coefficients. In the far field V' outside S, the potential
0' is represented by eigenfunction expansions.
Incident
waves
Figure 2-1: Model of Foz do Douro breakwater for the hybrid-element scheme. Left: sketch of the
global configuration. Right: OWC model - marked stations (a to f) along the wall will be used for
displaying local surface responses.
2.1.1 Three-dimensional Analysis
Omitting the time factor e- iwt, the potential must satisfy the field equation
V2q= ( 2 ± 2 2+ y+ 0=oay2 aZ2
everywhere in the fluid. It is also subjected to the boundary condition
0q w2
=0
Oz g
on the free surface (z = 0), and the no-flux condition
walls including the sea bed at z = -h(x, y).
Consider first the far field V'. Because the breakwater thickness is taken to be
zero far from the OWC, advantage can be taken of the exact Sommerfeld solution
0, for the diffraction by a thin semi-infinite breakwater [26].
(2.1.1)
(2.1.2)
on all solid
(2.1.3)
Specifically, let the
incoming wave have the amplitude a0o, frequency w and be inclined at an angle a with
the breakwater. If the positive x axis is superimposed with the breakwater (with the
origin at the tip):
gao cosh ko(z + h) J(kor)1i Jo(kor)
w cosh koh
nO na ]
2 e-in'/4J (kor) cos - cos (2.1.4)
n12 2
where ko is the positive real root of the dispersion relation:
w2 = gko tanh koh (2.1.5)
Due to the presence of the complex installations at the head, additional scattering
and radiation produce a correction potential which can be represented in V' by series
of eigenfunctions satisfying (2.1.1):
.gao amnHn(kmr)W 2-
n m
nO cosh km(z + h)Scos- (2.1.6)
2 cosh kmh
where kin, m = 1, 2, 3, ... are the positive imaginary roots of the dispersion relation.
Corresponding to each nonzero m, the eigenfunction represents an evanescent mode
that does not radiate energy to infinity.
Through the propagating mode corresponding to k0 , the scattered wave satisfies the
radiation condition at infinity,
lim k -- o (' - i) = 0 (2.1.7)
kor-coo (
Note also that the no flux boundary condition is satisfied on both sides of the
breakwater along the x axis,
( - ) = 0, 0 = 0, 27r. (2.1.8)a0
Thus by construction, O' satisfies (2.1.1) to (2.1.3) in the domain V' and is of course
discontinuous on opposite sides of the breakwater (0 = 0, 27r).
Along the cylindrical surface S, the two potentials (O' in V' and 0 in V) and their
normal derivatives must be continuous, i.e.,
0 = ' and O (2.1.9)
an On
It can be shown (appendix A) that this boundary value problem is equivalent to
the stationarity of the following functional [24, 25],
J( ) =J (Vq) 2 dV - Wf02dF
/J [(2- - O(f_)) - 0] dS (2.1.10)
+ 2 On 2 On
where F is the free surface of V (z = 0).
By extremizing the functional (6J(O, 0') = 0), a matrix equation for the nodal
coefficients in 0 and the expansion coefficients {amn} in q' is obtained and is solved
numerically.
2.1.2 Two-dimensional Analysis
It is well known that if the sea depth is constant everywhere and all walls are vertical
the mathematical problem becomes two-dimensional after factoring out the vertical
dependence cosh k(z + h),
{ (x, y, z) 0 '(x,y) cosh k(z+h) (2.1.11)
'(x, y, Z) O'(x,y) cosh kh
For testing the algorithm, we have developed first a two-dimensional version of the
hybrid-element routine, which can be checked by comparison with known analytical
solutions. This simplified version is then used for validating the full three-dimensional
routine for more complex two-dimensional geometries which can be solved by both
routines.
We shall consider first the simple problem of a vertical cylinder in the open sea
of constant depth, triangular finite elements are used to approximate 'i in a ring V
between the rigid cylinder and the surface S. The scattered wave potential in the far
field V' is written as
_ -O = igao S Hn(kor) [an cos n + A, sin no] (2.1.12)
n=O
The potential of 1i in the far field is simply the incident wave with inclination a and
amplitude ao
igao eikor cos(0-a)
For the long breakwater we take for the far field the Sommerfeld solution as 0z
and the scattered wave to be
' - = -igao an (kor) cos n(2.1.13)
n=O
2.2 Validations of the Numerical Model
To ensure correctness and accuracy we use two well-known exact solutions as bench-
marks: (i) a semi-infinite breakwater of zero thickness and (ii) a vertical circular
cylinder in an open sea.
2.2.1 Two-dimensional Model
Computed results from the two-dimensional numerical model is compared with Sum-
merfeld's exact solution for the thin breakwater in figure 2-3. A grid of 400 nodal
points with 594 triangular elements distributed between two circles (kor = 1 and
kor = 1.3) is used as shown in figure (2-2). We used 15 coefficients in the far field
eigenfunction expansion.
As expected, the numerical values of the coefficients an are all nearly zero. The edge
of a thin breakwater is a point of singularity near which discrete approximation is
locally ineffective. The potential in a small neighbourhood of the sharp tip can be
better represented analytically by another eigenfunction expansion as described in
[24]. Details of this implementation are not detailed here.
Figure 2-2: 2D Mesh for a thin breakwater. Center and outside areas are described by analytical
series, the middle annulus is described with finite elements.
Figure 2-3: Polar plot of the maximum free-surface displacement along a circle or radius kor = 1.3
around the head of a thin breakwater. Incidence angle with respect to the breakwater is a = 0, 37r.
Solid curve: 2D exact theory by Sommerfeld. Crosses: 2D numerical model.
2.2.2 Three-dimensional Model
The scattered waves must now consist of both propagating and evanescent modes.
For an isolated scatterer in the open sea the outer region potential has to be
Sigao H,(kmr) [am,n cos nO
m=O n=O
+ /m,n sin no] cosh km(z + h) (2.2.14)
cosh kmh
The number of expansion coefficients in the far-field potential is much greater than
for the 2-D case. In the near field V, cubic elements with twenty nodal points in each
element are used instead of triangles - figure (2-4) - resulting in a significant increase
in the number of nodal unknowns. Hence the size of the matrices in the computation
is now much greater. In addition, the integration routines which involve interpola-
tion functions and quadrature become much more complex. However, despite the
added complexity, the model is implemented on a PC. The three-dimensional model
is compared to the two-dimensional analytical solution of a vertical circular cylinder
as shown in figure 2-5. In particular the expansion coefficients for the sine terms in
(2.2.14) which are theoretically equal to zero are of the order of 10- 11 and the first
evanescent mode coefficients are less than 10- 2.
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Figure 2-4: 3D mesh for a cylinder in open sea. Left: top view. Right: side view.
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Figure 2-5: Polar plot of the maximum free-surface
circular cylinder in an open sea. Incidence angle is a =
numerical model.
displacement along the wall of a vertical
0. Solid curve: Exact theory. Crosses: 3D
With a breakwater, we checked our three-dimensional model (2.1.4, 2.1.6) in two
different ways. First, comparison is made with the theoretical solution for a vertical
circular at the head of a thin breakwater, when the incoming wave is inclined at the
angle of 1800, i.e., along the breakwater. In this configuration, the semi-infinite wall
is effectively absent by symmetry. A grid of 342 nodal points and 36 cubic elements
is used between kor = 1 and kor = 1.5 and 45 expansions coefficients are used in the
r) · · · · ·
I I
Ioo b I aeak Ior eoen I ak I orIeI aeak Ior p3en
3D open sea 0.49081 0 0.70045 0
3D breakwater 0.49084 0 0.70040 0
theory 0.49080 0 0.70054 0
Table 2.1: Coefficients of the series expansion for a 3D model of a cylinder in open sea (ka = 1).
Comparison between a model without breakwater, a model with a thin breakwater and a = 7r and
theory.
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Figure 2-6: Polar plot of the maximum free-surface displacement along the wall of a vertical circular
cylinder at the head of a thin breakwater. Incidence angle is a = 0.37r. Circles: 2D numerical model.
Crosses: 3D numerical model.
far field. The computed coefficients of all the Hankel functions of non-integer order
in (2.1.6) are vanishingly small (less than 10-9). The agreement with the analytical
theory is again excellent - see figure (2.1).
In the second test, we used a circular cylinder at the head of a thin breakwater
but for an obliquely incident wave. Numerical results from both the two and three
dimensional models are compared in figure (2-6) and table (2.2). The agreement is
good. The expansion coefficients of the propagating mode are matched with an ac-
curacy of 10-3 and the coefficients of the first evanescent mode in the 3D model are
less than 10-2.
After being checked in multiple ways, this hybrid element model can now be used
with confidence on the more complex geometry of the power extraction system.
|aoo I oll0 I021 I031 0alol 11 i I 12
2D model 0.4911 0.1896 0.4109 0.07688 - - -
3D model 0.4908 0.1904 0.4116 0.07706 0.0090 0.0159 0.0092
Table 2.2: Coefficients of the series expansion for the 2D and 3D
at the tip of a thin breakwater. ka = 1 ; a = 0.37r.
model for a cylinder positioned
2.3 Computed Results for Foz do Douro Breakwa-
ter
-0 U 0 k.A 1U
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Figure 2-7: Instantaneous free-surface displacement near an infinitely thin
incidence angle with respect to the breakwater. (i) a = 0 ; (ii) a = r/4 ; (iii)
breakwater. a is the
a = ir/2 ; a = 7r.
In this section, the geometry of the three dimensional model is based on an early
-
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Figure 2-8: Normalized instantaneous free-surface displacement near Foz do Douro breakwater
with the chamber open. Oblique incidence with a = ir/4 radians with respect to the breakwater.
T = 10. Upper panel: overall view. Lower panel: Enlarged view of the breakwater head.
design described in [19, 21, 22]. The average depth outside the breakwater is 10m,
the head of the breakwater has a width of 19.35m. The pneumatic chamber has the
horizontal dimensions of 10x9.1m and an inside depth of 6m (see figure 2-1). The
chamber opens to the sea through a wall of 3m thickness. The opening is of the same
width as the breakwater head (10m) and a height of 2.66m above the inside bottom.
As a reference for later comparison, we display in figure 2-7, the diffraction pattern
by a thin semi-infinite breakwater due to obliquely incident waves. There are clearly
three distinct zones, roughly separated by straight rays. In the illuminated zone to
the left of the tip, the plane incident wave is the dominant feature. In the reflection
zone on the north side, interference between incident and reflected waves is evident.
In the shadow zone on the south side, wave motion is weak. The boundaries of these
zones change with the angle of incidence.
For modelling the Foz do Douro breakwater, the grid is made up of 419 cubic
elements and 2583 nodal points, as seen from above in figure 2-1. Ten layers of grids
are used in the vertical direction. Additional grids are implemented in the opening.
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Figure 2-9: Instantaneous free-surface displacement near Foz do Douro breakwater with the cham-
ber open. Head-sea incidence with a = 7r radians with respect to the breakwater. T = 10. Upper
panel: overall view. Lower panel: Enlarged view of the breakwater head.
Almost half of the nodal points are deployed in the pneumatic chamber and the tunnel
in order to assure accurate results in this most important region. In the figures to
be shown, all horizontal distances are normalized by a = 10 m and the incident wave
amplitude is taken to be a0o = 1 m. We have chosen the period of 10.2 sec so that the
non- dimensional period is
T = = 10. (2.3.15)
The computed results show that far from the breakwater head, the scattering
pattern is qualitatively similar to that around an infinitely thin breakwater. However,
severe local effects take place in the neighbourhood of the pneumatic chamber (see
figure 2-8 for oblique incidence, figure 2-9 for head-sea incidence, figure 2-10 for normal
incidence and figure 2-11 for tail-sea incidence). First, for the chosen frequency, there
is a strong resonance of the oscillations inside the chamber where the amplitude can
reach several times the value outside. Second, the free surface displacement in the
chamber is essentially uniform, implying that the resonance is of Helmholtz type,
which is optimal for OWC operations. Thus the chamber dimensions are very well
chosen for the design wave.
Figure 2-10: Instantaneous free-surface displacement near Foz do Douro breakwater with the
chamber open. Normal incidence with a = 7r/2 radians with respect to the breakwater. T = 10.
Upper panel: overall view. Lower panel: Enlarged view of the breakwater head.
Figure 2-11: Instantaneous free-surface displacement near Foz do Douro breakwater with the
chamber open. Head-sea incidence with a = 0 radians with respect to the breakwater. T = 10.
Upper panel: overall view. Lower panel: Enlarged view of the breakwater head.
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Figure 2-12: Instantaneous free-surface displacement near Foz do Douro breakwater with the
chamber closed. From top down: (i). Head-sea incidence with a = 7r radians. (ii). Normal incidence
with a = r/2 radians. (iii). Oblique incidence with a = ir/4 radians. (iv). Tail-sea incidence with
a = 0 radians.
Note that at the entrance where there must be strong flow, the free-surface am-
plitude is relatively small. This is consistent with the well-known phenomenon in
harbour dynamics that a node must be near the mouth of a resonating harbour. For
comparison we present in figure 2-12 the diffraction pattern of the same breakwater
with the chamber completely closed. The wave amplitude near the area of the closed
chamber is much higher.
More detailed comparisons are shown for various angles of incidence in figure 2-13
for the water elevation along the outside wall at the stations a - f as marked in
figure 2-1. The influence of chamber opening on the local elevation is significant. In
particular the elevation reduction by the opening is large for all angles of incidence
(see stations c, d).
-3 
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As expected, the free surface displacements at station e-f on the shadow side are small
and the amplitude is maximum on the side the wave is coming from (between a and
b for angles close to 0 and between d and e for angles close to 7r). The very rapid
variations in the neighbourhood of sharp edges were also anticipated.
Figure 2-13: Maximum free-surface displacement along the wall of Foz do Douro breakwater's
head with (solid) and without opening (dotted). The reference points (a-f) can be situated using
figure 2-1. From top down: (i). Head-sea incidence with a = 7 radians. (ii). Normal incidence with
a = r/2 radians. (iii). Oblique incidence with a = r/4 radians. (iv). Tail-sea incidence with a = 0
radians.
Finally we examine the free surface elevation inside the chamber as a function of
the angle of incidence. Both the horizontal average ]lav and the standard deviation
from the mean o are displayed in Figure 2-14.
o= I I|| - I7Iav| dS (2.3.16)
The average response in the chamber is monotonous - larger for small angles of
incidence with respect to the breakwater and smaller for angles close to r. The
deviation from the mean is always small. This is a surprising result since an optimum
for a normal incidence could have been expected. Here, the amplitude is twice as
large for a tail-sea incidence (a = 0) than for a head-sea incidence (a = 7r). This can
actually be also clearly seen from the wave pattern for both angles - figures (2-11) and
(2-9). According to local wind-wave records the predominant incoming wave has the
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Figure 2-14: Dependence of the free surface displacement inside the chamber on the angle of
incidence. Average and standard deviation for T = 10.
period of 10s and the direction of 1250 with respect to the breakwater. Figure 2-15
shows the dependence of chamber response to incident waves of different periods, all
for the same angle of incidence. Resonance occurs here at T • 10.75, showing that
the chamber dimensions are near optimum.
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Figure 2-15: Dependence of the free surface displacement inside the chamber on the period ofincoming sea. Average and standard deviation for a = 1250.
These results also indicate that the free surface elevation amplitude inside the
chamber can potentially be one order of magnitude larger than the incident wave.
This might be a limitation to the use of this linear theory. Thus, it may be necessary
to account for nonlinearities in the future. Our ideas for modelling separation loss
are sketched below.
Ao
U/Ao
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2.4 Modeling of Separation Loss
Given the geometry of the problem which includes sharp angles and ducts, it seems
necessary to account for separation loss. This section aims at outlining a possible
approach to the problem.
Deliberate use of flow separation is the basis for designing perforated wall panels
for sound absorption, perforated or slotted breakwaters for wave attenuation [27] and
thin breakwaters at the mouth of an estuary for tsunami dissipation [28]. Theoretical
modelling of this effect can be found in [29] and [3]. The essential idea is to represent
the energy loss by the pressure drop across the opening. In terms of the flow velocity
u through the opening, the pressure difference across the mouth is,
f Ou (2.4.17)
g((- - +) = ulul + La (2.4.17)2 at
where (_ and (+ are the wave heights inside and outside the chamber, respectively, f
is the friction coefficient and L the total effective thickness of the walls (including the
apparent thickness due to hydrodynamics). In principle this is a nonlinear relation
even for infinitesimal waves. The method of equivalent linearization can be used
to make the mathematics linear and to preserve the quadratic dependence on the
velocity amplitude. This is achieved by rewriting (2.4.17) in linear form:
Ou
g(_ - (+) = Ceu + L -- (2.4.18)
The coefficient Ce is chosen so that the period-averaged energy dissipation rate is the
same by using either (2.4.17) or (2.4.18). This gives:
Ce = fu 2 1 (2.4.19)
2 u 2
which depends on the amplitude of u, hence preserves some features of nonlinearity.
The friction coefficient depends on the local geometry of the opening (roundedness
of corners etc.) and must be found by experiment. The effective length L depends
on fluid motion and is a part of the theory. A crude estimate can be given as follows.
In the proposed design the chamber and the opening are very small compared to a
wavelength, hence the resonance is of Helmholtz type and the water level inside the
chamber is essentially uniform as confirmed by the numerical model. Let Sc denote
the horizontal area of the chamber and S, the area of the opening. It follows by mass
conservation that
S = -uSo (2.4.20)
at
In (2.4.18) the effective hydrodynamic length L can be found approximately from the
resonant period or frequency by first ignoring the effect of friction loss and assuming
that a node exists outside the opening when resonance occurs, i.e. > > (+. The
momentum equation gives
Ou
g(_ = L (2.4.21)
It follows that
a2(_ Sot2 + -gL( = 0 (2.4.22)
so that the resonance frequency is
_ gS90  _ _So
WH = implying L = 
.  
(2.4.23)
In a numerical model, the resonance frequency is a result of the diffraction theory. The
above formula gives the value of L as the first approximation, valid near resonance.
Clearly L depends on frequency.
2.5 Conclusion
The present numerical scheme based on linearized theory gives quantitative infor-
mation about the effects of diffraction on the response inside the OWC chamber.
Our results provide evidence that the dimensions of the chamber are well chosen for
the predominant wave period and direction. However, the predicted amplitude of
water-level inside the chamber is very large at resonance, suggesting the need for
considering additional factors. For example, separation losses and broad frequency
band may contribute to the reduction of the resonant amplification.
The results also show that the breakwater affects the wave pattern locally depending
on the angle of incidence. In the following chapters we examine idealized geometries
which allow for analytical modeling with view to better physical understanding.
Chapter 3
Circular OWC at the Tip of a Thin
Breakwater
This chapter aims at providing a complete model for an OWC system whose geometry
is an idealized version of the Ceodouro project. A simple circular geometry allows
analytical models for both the radiation and scattering problems by using eigenfunc-
tions and integral equations. The hydrodynamics can then be coupled with a model
of the power take-off system to predict the extracted power and efficiency.
We shall consider here an OWC system consisting of a hollow circular cylinder of
radius a connected to a breakwater. The cylinder is open to the sea at the bottom
and rises to certain height above the mean sea level. A system of Wells turbines is
installed on top of the cylinder. Energy is converted by the turbine which rotates in
only one direction under the oscillating air pressure. This is sketched in Figure 3-1.
We assume the sea depth h to be constant, and the walls of the coast and structure
are vertical. Waves coming with the angle of incidence a are monochromatic and of
small amplitude so that the linearized theory applies.
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Figure 3-1: OWC at the head of a breakwater.
3.1 Model of Power Take-off
Let us assume that one or more Wells turbines are installed at the top of the cylinder.
Due to the high sound speed in air and the low frequency of sea waves, we assume
that the air pressure Pa is approximately uniform throughout the chamber. We also
approximate that the mass flux through the Wells turbines is proportional to the
chamber air pressure. Following Sarmento & Falcao [14] we relate the mass flux of
air to the turbine characteristic by:
d(paV) KD
dt N
(3.1.1)
where Pa is the air density, V the volume, N the rotational speed of turbine blades
and D the turbine rotor outer diameter. The empirical factor K depends on the
design, numbers and setup of turbines. For a single turbine the usual range of the
proportionality constant K is 0.4-0.6. Accounting for air compressibility, the rate of
mass change in the chamber is,
d(p V) dV dp,d(V)= PaV + V (3.1.2)
dt dt dt
dV/dt is the rate of total upward displacement of the water surface
dV• = jQ= 2rw(r, , z = 0,t)rdr dO w dS (3.1.3)
where Sc denotes the water surface in the chamber. Assuming isentropy so that
c2 (dpa/dt) = dpa/dt where ca is the sound velocity in air, this gives,
dM Vo dpa (3.1.4)
dt a c dt
Then, for simple harmonic motion with Q = R(Qe-wt),pa = (i ae-iw'):
S(KD iwVo, (3.1.5)
as in Sarmento & Falcao [14].
For small waves the linearized velocity potential in water can be treated as the
sum of radiation and diffraction problems. The upward flux at the water surface is
made up of two parts
Q = ~R + D (3.1.6)
where QR and jD are respectively contributions from the radiation and diffraction
potentials, both of which will be analyzed in detail in subsequent sections. We express
these two contributions as
S=- (B- iC)p, with B and C real ; F•"rAO (3.1.7)
where Ao is the incident wave amplitude. Physically C is in phase with the flux
acceleration and amounts to the added hydrodynamic inertia (i.e., the radiation sus-
ceptance). On the other hand, B is in phase with the flux velocity amounting to
radiation damping (i.e., radiation conductance). The quantities B, C and F will be
computed in later sections.
Combining (3.1.5) and (3.1.7), we obtain
(3.1.8)
KD+13Npa
The time-averaged power output to the turbine is:
d(paV) Pa
dt Pa
KDD _
ot - 2NpO (KDa 
-
KD-
P2PNp Pa
IrI2A
+B)2+(C+
We shall use the normalized capture length as the measure of extraction efficiency:
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F, B and C are the dimensionless counterparts of F, B, C
pwKD
SPaNa
and
(B, C)= (B,C)
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(3.1.9)
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The parameter X characterizes the turbines while / represents the effects of com-
pressibility and chamber volume and is analogous to a spring of negative elasticity
which varies with w2. As noted by Sarmento & Falcao in [14], this springlike effect
of compressibility is equivalent to adding an imaginary term to the turbine propor-
tionality constant K, thus introducing a non-zero phase difference between the mass
flow rate and the pressure.
As an estimate we take w = 0.5 rad/s, a=10 m, Vo = 103 m3 , and Pw/Pa = 103, then
0 = 0.43 which shows the importance of air compressibility. We shall assume that he
magnitude of X can be controlled by proper design.
We now solve the radiation and diffraction problems. For easy distinction we shall
denote the radiation potential by ¢ and the diffraction potential by p.
3.2 Radiation Problem
3.2.1 Analysis
The velocity potentials both inside (0c) and outside (¢o) the cylindrical column
are axially symmetric and governed by the three-dimensional Laplace equation. As
in earlier theories, we approximate the unknown air pressure in the chamber to be
uniform in space but sinusoidal in time. Outside the cylinder, the air is calm. The
linearized boundary condition on the water surface is
a W2 0C Ew a, z=O, r<a;Sz , ra; (3.2.1)9z g 0o 0, z =O, r>a.
In addition to the no flux condition on all solid boundaries, ¢o must behave as
outgoing waves in the far field. Together with the Laplace equation, these conditions
constitute the radiation problem, which was first solved by Evans and Porter [16].
Let k be the the positive real root, and Ie, £ = 1, 2, 3, ... the positive imaginary
roots of the dispersion relation, i.e.,
w2 = gk tanh kh. - w 2 = gte tan ieh, £ = 1, 2, 3, ...
and let Zo(z) and Ze(z) be the corresponding eigen-functions
cosh k(z + h) 1 [ sinh2kh]
No( X 0 2 2 2kh
(z cos ,e(z + h) 1 sin 2 1ehZe (z) = 2 , Ne = - 1 + 2+ , ' = 1 2 3, ...
N1/2 2 22th
which are orthogonal in -h < z < 0
Ze(z)ZZm(z)dz = h6em,e, m = 0, , 2, 3, -. -10h
All Ze(z) satisfy the homogeneous version of relation (3.2.1) as well as the
boundary condition at the bottom. For brevity we shall define k = ico and
Zo(z) as a member of the set of (3.2.4) with e = 0.
The potential inside the cylinder can then be expressed as an infinite series of modified
Bessel functions, solution of the Laplace equation and non-singular at the origin:
(3.2.6)c = -P D I(rlo r) Ze(z) - pa
pw to Iea Io(Kea) pw
The outside potential can be expressed as another infinite series of modified Bessel
functions, again the solution of the Laplace equation but outgoing at infinity:
(3.2.7)0o = -Pza E Ora) Z(z)
pw =0 a Ko;ta )
(3.2.2)
and
(3.2.3)
(3.2.4)
(3.2.5)
no flux
include
Note that terms associated with f = 0 are wave-like
Io(ior) = Jo(kr), Ko(nor) = 2iH•o)(kr)
while terms with £ = 1, 2, 3, ... are evanescent modes.
The unknown coefficients De and Ee must be chosen to ensure the continuity of
radial flux and potential on the open part of the column surface,
8¢o q¢c
0- r VU(z),ar ar and 0o=0c; r=a, -h<z<-d.
The first matching condition (3.2.9) requires that
Ee = De ap -d
Pah -h
U(z)Ze(z)dz = 1, 2, 3, ...
while the second leads to an integral equation for U(z) for -h < z < -d:
/-d U(z')IC(z, z')dz' = ijZPa
upw
with the kernel
1IC(z, z') = -Ze(z')h
Ko(iea)
rea Kg (rea)
Io (rea ) ()
-ta I•(Kja) ZI(z) (3.2.12)
To solve for U(z) which is expected to be singular at z = -d, we follow Porter &
Evans [30] by taking
U - .o .u(00 )
U(z) = Pa Z anun(z)
PW n=O
with un(z) = " ' J  T2n
r (h- d)2 -(z h) 2
where Tn is the Chebychev polynomials of order n. Only even polynomials are used
in order to ensure that there is no vertical flux at the sea bottom.
(3.2.8)
(3.2.9)
(3.2.10)
(3.2.11)
(3.2.13)
(3.2.13)
With the help of the following identity [31]:
h u(z)Zt(z)dz = N 1/2J2n{(h - d)} = Ff
(3.2.11) is reduced to a matrix equation for the expansion coefficients crn,
Ko(iiea)(ea K6(\re ) lota I(a) hIoea I6(,4ea) Fa] Q =
From here all series are summed over all integers from 0. Once an's are calculated
numerically, U(z) is calculated from (3.2.13), and the coefficients En = Dn from
(3.2.10).
3.2.2 Energy Conservation
Numerical solutions of the algebraic system have been validated by checking the
identity of energy conservation that the power input by the chamber air must equal
the power outflux across a vertical cylindrical surface around the column:
P O dS = - p-- dS
SSe - z = S=t Or
Invoking the eigenfunction expansions, the left-hand side equals
{I pw
(3.2.16)
fo Io( )ZDe o(or)- Z,(O)rdr0 a I (Iqa) (3.2.17)
Taking the radius of SR to be very large, the right-hand side involves only the prop-
agating modes and becomes
1 .piw0o ¢ a dS
2 L tJso. Or P
= lim { L0
r--o _h
iir3h IKlK2 E0 12 Ho(kr)H0*(r))rdz
4ka2pw IK6(.oa)I2 J
SIlI2- h 2 IEo12
pw (ka)2 |H6(ka)12
n=o f=0
(3.2.14)
(3.2.15)
(3.2.18)
This equality of (3.2.17) and (3.2.18) has been checked using the numerically com-
puted coefficients De and E0 as shown in table (3.1).
ka 0.089 0.276 0.359 0.387 0.397 0.403
W(3.2.18) 0.000399 0.062167 0.868372 7.141401 10.64467 7.666883
W(3.2.17) 0.000399 0.062168 0.868373 7.141416 10.64469 7.666898
Table 3.1: Radiated power W (Eq. 3.2.24) obtained by computation using equation (3.2.17) and
equation (3.2.18) for different values of ka. a/h = 0.1; d/h = 0.2.
Let us note that relation (3.2.16) can be derived mathematically. By Green's
formula:
[OV2 * - 2 ] dV = - * dS (3.2.19)
where V is the fluid volume inside the cylindrical surface S,, and S = S, U SF U
Sc U SB, is the bounding surface of V. The volume integral on the left vanishes by
virtue of the Laplace equation. On the right-hand side, the surface integrals over
solid boundaries Sc U SB are zero due to the no-flux condition. On the free surface
inside the column, the surface integral is non-zero, hence :
S27 <a,z=o - rdr = -r dS (3.2.20)
Using (3.2.1), the left side can be rewritten as:
iP Oq* -fgO q* 5 f q*a
27r iP rdr +2 2 -g 0* rdr = -a I dS
r.a,z·=o pw z r.ýa,z=o W2 Sz aoW 9 (3.2.21)
Since 9 * 2ý 2 is real and P is constant, this yields:
R -27P <az=o -rdr =W f piwq -dS (3.2.22)
,= Oa,z=O z 5 iN (3.2.22)
which is the same statement of energy balance derived from physical arguments
(3.2.16).
3.2.3 Numerical Results
All convergence aspects of the numerical implementation will be addressed in section
(3.3.3). We will focus here on the physical discussion of the results.
For the radiation problem we shall present results for the normalized free surface
displacement in and near the oscillating water column,
77c
P/pg
?7o
P/pg
P
iwp 0o z=o
P
O<r<a
r>a (3.2.23)
for a given surface pressure P. The non dimensional radiated power at infinity can
be defined to be :
S= PW p dS2aP2J pdr (3.2.24)
In order to evaluate later the energy extracted by the turbine, it is necessary to
obtain the coefficients B and C. Let's recall from (3.1.7):
QR = -(B - iC)Pa =
so that
B= {JjZ
f z o _dS
sJ, dQcdz z=O
iDe Io(Ke.r) Z(O0)dS
a rea I6(~ea)
uS a iD a Io(jter) Z1(O)dSj
~ce • • Z(0)dS
For a fixed depth h but several OWC sizes a/h, the numerical values of these
coefficients are plotted in Figure 3-2. Note that, contrary to the case of a rigid floating
(3.2.25)
(3.2.26)
(3.2.27)C= -. Q
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Figure 3-2: (i) Radiation damping and (ii) added mass against the normalized frequency kh for
a/h = 0.25 , 0.5 , 1. In all cases d/h = 0.2.
body, the added mass C changes sign here. This is an important characteristic feature
of OWC systems already acknowledged [12, 13, 14]. The radiation damping coefficient
reaches a maximum at a resonance frequency. Both the frequency and the amplitude
of the resonance peak decrease with increasing a/h. On the other hand, larger radii
lead to larger peak width. Physically, as a/h becomes smaller, the fluid inside the
OWC tends to follow a solid body motion and behaves like a piston. In this limiting
case an hydrostatic approximation predicts resonance at kdtanh(kh) = 1 (which
corresponds to kh 5). This trend is indeed confirmed by the computed results as
the radius of the OWC gets smaller.
If a/h is sufficiently large there can be more peaks separated by zeros1 of JA(ka)
where there is no radiation, i.e. 3 = 0 due to destructive interference. Similarly to
the two dimensional theory of Stoker [26], these zeroes can be confirmed by solving
1The first three zero of J6(ka) are at ka = 3.83, 7.02, 10.17.
analytically the simpler problem of forced radiation by an oscillating pressure over a
circular area of the free surface (see also Appendix C).
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Figure 3-3: Nondimensional (i) radiation damping and (ii) added mass as defined by Evans and
Porter against the normalized frequency kh for d/h = 0.5 and a/h = 0.5. Dotted line: Results of
Evans & Porter. Diamonds: present computation.
Our computations have been compared with earlier results of Evans and Porter
[16]. The agreement is excellent, as seen in Figure 3-3 where p and v are defined as:
(V; I') = ;9 2 (3.2.28)7raw2 )
Figure 3-4 shows the effects of draft d/h for a fixed radius a/h = 0.5. Clearly
smaller d/h (i.e. larger opening) leads to lower and flatter curves of B and C. It is
interesting that a larger opening gives a larger frequency bandwidth.
Another important aspect of the problem is the free surface elevation, especially
inside the cylinder. It can be observed in figure (3-5) that the behaviour of the eleva-
tion amplitude average is qualitatively similar to that of the radiation damping. For
long periods, the limit is P/p = 1 which corresponds to the hydrostatic equilibrium.
As kh increases, the elevation goes through a maximum and then decreases slowly
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Figure 3-4: (i) Radiation damping and (ii) added mass against the normalized frequency kh ford/h = 0.1 , 0.2 , 0.3. In all cases a/h = 0.5.
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Figure 3-5: Amplitude of the free
0.25 ; d/h = 0.2
surface elevation average inside the cylinder against kh ; a/h =
towards 0. The peak corresponds to a piston like motion (or Helmholtz mode) as
shown on the top of figure (3-6) by a 3D representation of the free surface elevation
for a frequency slightly above resonance. Note in figure (3-5) that the small amplitude
assumption is violated if the forcing pressure is not small. This will be examined later
when the OWC power output is computed.
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Figure 3-6: Free surface elevation inside and around the cylinder (i) close to the resonance fre-
quency ; kh = 2.55 ; t = and (ii) close to the first axisymmetric natural mode ; kh = 7.6388
t = 0. In both cases: a/h = 0.5 ; d/h = 0.2.
It is also interesting to take a closer look at what happens near zeros of JO'(ka).
It has been pointed out that at this frequency, a natural mode of oscillation develops
inside the cylinder with no flux at r = a from the propagating mode hence no dissi-
pated power. As shown on the bottom of figure (3-6) for a frequency close to the first
zero of JO (ka), the local elevation amplitude at r = 0 increases drastically whereas
'"
the outside of the cylinder is calm. The free surface inside the cylinder is dominated
by Jo(kr).
3.3 Diffraction Problem
3.3.1 Analysis
Let the incident wave arrive from the direction 0 = a with respect the breakwater
(the x axis, see Figure 3-1). In the special case of head-sea incidence (a = 7r), the
breakwater has no effect. The diffraction problem is identical to that of a bottomless
harbour treated by Garrett [17].
We first represent the total potential outside the cylinder as the sum of two parts:
po (r, 0, z) = W1 + P2 (3.3.1)
Part cpl is due to scattering by a solid cylinder extending the entire sea depth and
connected to the breakwater, and Part V2 is the correction for the opening. The
first part is solved exactly in Appendix B by extending Stoker's treatment of a thin
breakwater (the Sommerfeld problem [26]), with the following result :
-igA0o cos -e- iYd/2(ka) Jn/2(ka)
-igA(n= /2a (ka)a) /2(ka)
cos 2 Zo (0)
(3.3.2)
The second part V2 is due to the fluid pulsation at the opening r = a, O < 0 < 27r,
-h < z < -d and is formally expressed as
r,,ea K'. (Kea) 2f=0 n=2
which satisfies the no-flux condition on both sides the breakwater (0 = 0, 2r). Note
that the terms with £ = 0 corresponds to an outgoing wave
Kn (-ikr) = -i•+ H()(kr)
2 2 (3.3.4)
The coefficients Ant are yet unknown.
The potential inside the cylinder r < a, 0 < 0 < 27r is due entirely to the opening,
-igAo m Ioo (e2c = i • (Bn cos nO + On sin nO) •r( Ze(z)
n=O e=o0 a (iea)
where Bne and Ca, are also unknown. Again for £ = 0, ro = -ik and
In(-ikr) = (-i)I Ja (kr)
(3.3.5)
(3.3.6)
Since cp already satisfies the no flux condition on the cylindrical surface r = a for
the entire water depth, (2 must satisfy:
(9O2 _ PC
Or Or 0U(z,O)
-d < z < 0, (3.3.7)
which implies :
Ant cos -Ze(z)2 n=O =
n=0 £=0{ 0
9A0U(z, 0)
(Bne cos nO + Cne sin nO) Ze(z)
-d < z < 0, (3.3.8)
Using orthogonality, we get for any integer t and n:
2 n  aw 27r d ndOdz
-An,e = I I U((, z)Ze(z) cos - dOdz
27w"2-{Bn,e ; Cn,I}
En
aw U(O, z)Ze(z){cos(nO) ; sin(nO)}dOdzghAo J0o h
n=O e=0
(3.3.9)
(3.3.10)
Since the pressure must also be continuous at the opening, we require
(1 + -(2 = YOC, r = a, -h < z < -d
which implies in turn:
n=0 En H' 2 (ka) Jn/2(ka) - y/(ka) n/2(ka) cos (o)
+ 000E00 n Kn (Kta) CE
± n=o L=o Ae K,ea cos( n Ze(z)0in(•o) Zf(z)
-= -=o ~Zo (Bne cos nO + Cne sin nO) "a IZ((ea)
Let us denote for brevity:
Scos I e-- iYn/ 2(ka)En =() E(
Zo(0)Hn/2(ka) (Jn /2 (ka)
J'n/2(ka)
Y~/2 (ka)
Yn/ 2 (ka))
hence
00 Ka (Kea)
+ E An- 2
~ea K', (Ka)
t=0 2
nO
COS Ze(z'
2
0O OO
n=- (Bn cos nO
n=o 0 =O
+ Cne sin nO) In (ra) Ze(z)
nta I(n (a)
After using (3.3.9, 3.3.10), we get
-2iigA 0  S cos -Zo(z') +
aw -n=O Cn COS Zo(Z) +
n En f2 -  U(O', z')Ze(z') cos( nýL)dO'dz' K'~ a) cos( )Z(z)/In OT L f hU (2 Kea K (Kea)
-= -O -o f 2~r fid U(O', z')Ze(z') cos(nO')d0'dz' cos(n) n(a) Z(z)
n=o h I-h h K ea (Ka)
+ En=0o oE0 ~ U(o', z')Ze(z') sin(nO')dO'dz' sin(n0) • a a) Ze(z)
(3.3.15)
(3.3.11)
(3.3.12)
(3.3.13)
E 'nCOS
n=O
nO
-Zo(z)2
(3.3.14)
which is an integral equation for U(O, z)
f dO'dz'U(z', 0')IC(z, 9; z', z', 0')
0 < 0 < 2r,,
-27rigA o  COS
n=O
-h < z < -d
SZo(z),2
(3.3.16)
with the kernel:
KC(z, 0; z', 0') -
n=O e=o
en In(~a Za) (z)Zt(z')
h nea In(riea)
-h ta K"' (ne a) (z)
n=O e=o 0
[sin(n9) sin(n9') + cos(n9) cos(n9')]
nO
cos( n)2
nO'
2 (3.3.17)
Again we let U(9, z) be expanded as a series of orthogonal functions,
U(, z) = -igA E (amp cos mO + 0mp sin mO) up (z)
m=O p=O
We first rewrite the integral equation (3.3.15) as:
(3.3.18)
nO
cos 2 Zo(z) =2
00 00 00 00
- m= =
n=O e=0 m=O p=O
EnompFpe 4m(1 - (-1)n )endpF'4M2- n 2
Ka (rea)
ea K"' (2a)
2
00 00 00 Kn(rea) nO
- 5 5 2aF,26m a K' (a) cosZ(z)
n=O e=o m=O p=O 2
+ E
n=O 0=O
+ EE
n=O f=0
no
SZe(z)2
(3.3.19)
=O h
n=0
S2OpFp6m (1 - ) In (ea) sin nOZe(z)
m=Op=O
5 2ram•Fp16nm ea In(iea) cosnOZe(z)
m=O p=O
After using (3.2.14), multiplying (3.3.16) by up(z) cos MO and up(z) sin MO in
turn, and integrating over the range 0 < 0 < 27r, -h < z - d , we get for any P and
00o O
EE amf=O p=0
S 4nFpoM( 
- (-1)n )
a 4M 2 - n 2
Kma (K(ea) ]
Iea K,(niea)J p
(3.3.20)
IM (Kea)
2'1I2 /Mp Fp),Je
I#ca I~M(Ea
e=o p
=EE
00 oo 00 00oo Ka (~a) 16mM(1 - (-1)n)2
-
_' 2, F 2 2) 2()
=o. L=o d op=O. Kea K' (Kea) " (4m  - n2 )(4M 2 - n )
n=O e=o m=O p=O 2
(3.3.21)
Thus amp and Omp are governed by separate algebraic equations. After solving
them numerically, all the coefficients An, Bne and Cne can be related to the flux and
computed using (3.3.9, 3.3.10). Then the diffraction potential in the entire fluid is
found.
3.3.2 Independence of F in Incidence Angle
For computing the power output we need the complex amplitude of the total vertical
flux across the chamber surface Sc:
1 J c1 = ° dS
_ -iS =O
so n=0 •=0
(Bn cos nO + Cne sin nO) In(~ r) Z'(0)rd0dr
Kea In(Kta)
(3.3.22)-2wig a In(i e r)i Boe, Z'(O)rdr
w f =o ea I• (ta)
h
£2MFPO-
a
and
Im (njea)
nja Iý,(Ka)
which only depends on the coefficients Boe. From (3.3.10), and the decomposition of
U(0, z) by (3.3.18), we get
s ir-d
Bo,e = U(9, z) Z, (z)dOdz
27rghAo J--h
a 27r -d 0 0
= rh 0 I-h Ze(z) (Cmp cosmO + p/3 p sin mO) up(z)dOdz
S -h m=0 p=0
a f-d 00
h Ze(z) aopup(z)dz (3.3.23)
p=O
Recall from (3.3.20) that ao0 , p = 0, 1, 2, ..., are governed by the algebraic system
h oJ2P0o(h 
-d))No- 1/2 - aOp II( ea) Ko(~a tea) Fp]Fp
e=o p=O
(3.3.24)
Since by definition
o = YJo(ka) (k) (ka) Yo(ka)Zo(0) H (ka) YO (ka)
this algebraic linear system (3.3.24) is independent of the incidence angle a. Thus,
all aop coefficients and consequently F are also independent of a. Since the radiation
problem is axially symmetric, coefficients B and C are independent of a. It follows
that the power output is the same as if the breakwater is absent and the OWC unit
is in the open sea. The existence of the breakwater affects only the waves pattern,
the local free surface elevation, the wave forces, etc ; but not the averaged quantities
inside the OWC.
This remarkable result must be the combined consequence of the idealized geometry
of circular column, thin breakwater and a 3600 as well as the approximation of uni-
form air pressure inside the column.
3.3.3 Computational Aspects
In numerical computations all series are truncated after a large but finite number of
terms. For example (3.3.18) is approximated by
Nt Nc
U(9, z) = (an, cos nO + n,, sin nO) up(z)
n=O p=O
Table (3.2) shows how some of the computed parameters evolve in a random case as
the number of terms N, in the series of Chebychev polynomials increases. It can be
observed that the convergence is very fast and it is important to note that a very
good level of accuracy can be obtained with very few terms (for the following calcula-
tion, we use Nc = 5 which a good compromise between accuracy and computing load).
Nc lav IBool |Bol iBlol I B2o C10ol Cll
1 0.3330 0.0039792 0.0049128 0 0.0063948 0.0342504 0.0422866
2 3.1689 0.0680241 0.0035775 0 0.0067494 0.0407022 0.0201958
3 4.6283 0.1042643 0.0055707 0 0.0069427 0.0407318 0.0198914
4 4.7553 0.1074447 0.0056937 0 0.0069744 0.0407479 0.0198955
5 4.7598 0.1075570 0.0056982 0 0.0069758 0.0407475 0.0198959
6 4.7599 0.1075580 0.0056982 0 0.0069758 0.0407478 0.0198958
7 4.7599 0.1075581 0.0056982 0 0.0069758 0.0407479 0.0198958
Table 3.2: Convergence of different coefficients
d/h = 0.2, ka = 0.42, Nt = 5 and Ne = 2000.
as Nc increases. Case a = 7r/2, a/h = 0.1,
Table (3.3) shows how the slow convergence with the number of terms Nt in the
angular cosine/sine expansion. Note that each increase of Nt causes a very significant
increase in computation time. However, it must be also be noted that this affects
only the Cnm coefficients and not the Bnm or any average quantity like the inside free
surface elevation.
It is also necessary to examine how the convergence depends on the number of
NC r0av IBool ICiol I 201 I211 IC311
16 4.7553 0.107445 0.039527 0.023211 0.012338 0.009766
22 4.7553 0.107445 0.039379 0.022882 0.012097 0.009450
30 4.7553 0.107445 0.039273 0.022646 0.011926 0.009226
38 4.7553 0.107445 0.039211 0.022509 0.011827 0.009096
40 4.7553 0.107445 0.039200 0.022483 0.011809 0.009071
42 4.7553 0.107445 0.039189 0.022460 0.011792 0.009049
44 4.7553 0.107445 0.039179 0.022438 0.011777 0.009029
46 4.7553 0.107445 0.039171 0.022419 0.011763 0.009010
48 4.7553 0.107445 0.039162 0.022401 0.011750 0.008994
49 4.7553 0.107445 0.039159 0.022392 0.011744 0.008986
50 4.7553 0.107445 0.039155 0.022384 0.011738 0.008978
Table 3.3: Convergence of different coefficients
d/h = 0.2, ka = 0.42, Ne = 2000 and N, = 4.
vertical modes Ze(z). Let us recall (3.3.5),
T'.T ?T7
as Nt increases. Case a = 7r/2, a/h = 0.1,
-igA jV In(r)
PC = igA (Bne cos nO + Ce sin nO) In(r Ze(z)
n=o =o a
Table (3.4) shows that an extremely large number of terms is needed to get to a
good level of accuracy. This is explained by the fact that the Ze(z) functions are
continuous whereas the potential is singular at the edge of the cylinder. However, the
computation time increases slowly with Ne. Thus, it is not a problem to use several
thousand terms in the series and get a very good convergence. For the presented
results, we use N, = 2000.
Ne 7lav IBool IBolI IBlol IB 2o0 IC10 1C1ll
1000 4.7695 0.1077759 0.0057072 0 0.0069775 0.0407654 0.0198934
1500 4.7600 0.1075549 0.0056982 0 0.0069755 0.0407537 0.0198948
2000 4.7553 0.1074447 0.0056937 0 0.0069744 0.0407479 0.0198955
2010 4.7552 0.1074431 0.0056937 0 0.0069744 0.0407478 0.0198955
2020 4.7552 0.1074415 0.0056936 0 0.0069744 0.0407477 0.0198955
Table 3.4: Convergence of different coefficients as NI increases. Case a = 7r/2, a/h = 0.1,
d/h = 0.2, ka = 0.42, Nt = 5 and N. = 4.
This overview shows that all truncated series converge and that any desired accu-
racy can be achieved if the number of terms in the truncated series is increased. This
proves that the model is very flexible and allows the user to decide on the trade-off
between precision and computation time.
3.3.4 Numerical Results
Validation using reciprocal relation
It has been shown by Evans [11] that for an OWC, the radiation damping coefficient
B can be related to the vertical flux in the column due to diffraction by
k 02B 8i pga2Cg I ~)D( a)2da (3.3.25)
which is similar to the Haskind-Hanoka relation for oscillating bodies.
Because QD is independent of a, the above identity reduces to (Appendix D),
k QD 2 kag 2
B = 4 ga i.e. B = w (3.3.26)4pga2C, 4Cgw
This relation has been used to confirm the accuracy of separate computations of ra-
diation and diffraction potentials - table (3.5). Note that a direct consequence is that
if only the extracted power is required, there is no need to solve for the scattering
problem since Irl can be deduced directly from the radiation damping B.
ka 0.089 0.276 0.359 0.387 0.420 0.522 0.617
B 0.0015975 0.24867 3.4735 28.5656 8.2351 0.40801 0.13098
ka4C 0.0015975 0.24867 3.4736 28.5666 8.2348 0.40800 0.13098
Table 3.5: Radiation damping B obtained by computation both sides of equation
(3.3.26) for different values of ka. a/h = 0.1; d/h = 0.2.
Validation for limiting cases
For the diffraction problem we shall present results for the normalized free surface
displacement in and near the oscillating water column,
77 iw •z=o (3.3.27)
Ao gAo
where Ao is the incident wave amplitude. Since the air pressure above the water
surface inside the column is assumed to be uniform, the spatial average of the free-
surface height inside the column is important; its amplitude is denoted by:
av= l dS (3.3.28)
In some limiting cases, our results can be compared to known solutions. As d/h tends
to 1, it is expected that the solution tends to that of an infinite cylinder at the edge
of a breakwater. The left side of Figure (3-7) compares the polar representations
of the free surface elevation for two values of d/h and the limiting case - analytical
expression from theory in Appendix B. Indeed, agreement is clear.
A second possible test is to decrease ka and check that the solution tends towards that
of a breakwater with no cylinder which is known exactly as well. Good agreement is
shown on the right side of Figure (3-7).
Validation by comparing with the bottomless harbour
We can compare our results with Garrett's study of Bottomless Harbours [17] since
a head-sea incidence in our model (a = ir) is equivalent to the case of a isolated
truncated cylinder in open sea. In Garrett's notations,
- E•si(A cos(nO) + Acsin(nO))J(kr) +
S(Bne cos nO + Cne sin nO) reI4(Er)ea() (3.3.29)
,e"(•)Z()(~.9
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Figure 3-7: Polar plot of the free surface elevation along the wall (r = a) outside the chamber.
Left: Convergence towards the theoretical solution for a cylinder extending to the bottom (dots)
as d/h increases (d/h = 0.5: dashed ; d/h = 0.99: plain). ka = 1.3. Right: Convergence towards
the theoretical solution for a breakwater with no cylinder (dots) as ka decreases (ka = 1.3: dashed
; ka = 0.32: plain). d/h = 0.5. For all cases a/h = 1 and a = 21r/3.
where E• = E'-1. Let us recall that inside the column (3.3.5):
= E E (Be cos nO + Cne sin nO) I,, (r) Ze(0)Ao n e ea In(rea)
This means,
AB = B Ac = C n0S cnka J'(ka)Zo(O) ' nka J'(ka)Zo(O) (3.3.30)
The IAnc 's can be interpreted as the amplitudes of the different modes. Note
that for head-sea incidence (a = 7, corresponding to the bottomless harbour), AC = 0
for all n by symmetry and AB is the same as An in Garrett. Figure (3-8 - left side) is a
graph comparing, for a particular case, Garrett's A, coefficient and our computations.
The agreement is very good.
Let us now examine the variation of the AB coefficient as the frequency ka varies
in order to develop a more physical interpretation of these coefficients. The right side
of Figure (3-8) shows the variation of the first three A B coefficients versus the wave
10
1
Figure 3-8: (i) A1 as defined by Garrett against ka for a = w, h/a = 0.6 and d/a = 0.2 - Garret's
results (solid curve) and numerical computation (diamonds, AB). (ii) IABI, IABI and IA2BI against
ka computed for h/a = 0.6, d/a = 0.4, a = r.
frequency. These results are again in very good agreement with Garrett's study. We
observe the first resonance at the small value of ka = 1.16 where A' dominates. The
radial dependence is dominated by Jo(kr) which is of one sign for all 0 < r < a since
the first zero of Jo(kr) is at kr = 2.4. This mode can be regarded as the Helmholtz
mode.
As ka increases, sharp resonance peaks appear where only one single mode is domi-
nant. These peaks (ka = 2.24, 3.26, 3.88, 5.35, 6.75, 7.03...) happen around each zero
of J,, (Jn(ka) = 0 ; ka = 1.84, 3.05, 3.83, 5.33, 6.71, 7.02...)as discussed in [17].
Let us examine the free surface inside and around the cylinder at these resonance
points, at t = 0 (still for head-sea incidence). Recall that A/IC's are the amplitudes of
the propagating modes. We shall investigate if they are actually a good representation
of the oscillation modes. Figure (3-9.(i)) corresponds to the first resonance where Ao
dominates and gives an almost uniform surface inside the cylinder (Helmholtz mode).
Then, as we go through the resonances of A' and A', patterns of variation in cos(8)
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Figure 3-9: Free surface elevation inside and around the cylinder for different resonance modes -
isolated cylinder with the incident wave coming from the right of the figures ; h/a = 0.6 ; d/a = 0.4
; t = 0. From top left to bottom , as ka increases: (i) First mode in cos(0.0) (ka = 1.16) ; (ii) First
mode in cos(O) (ka = 2.24) ; (iii) First mode in cos(20) (ka = 3.18) ; (iv) Second mode in cos(0G)
(ka = 3.87) ; (v) No resonance (ka = 4.57) ; (vi) Second mode in cos(20) (ka = 6.71)
(ii) and cos(20) (iii) can be identified. If ka increases further, we observe a more
complex geometry of surface where the angular variation is coupled with the radial
variation of Bessel functions. Figure (3-9.(iv)) shows the Jo(kr) variation and (vi)
the J2 (kr)cos(20) variation, corresponding respectively to the second peaks of As
and AB . Figure (3-9.(v)) represents the situation where there is no resonance. Thus
the maxima of Ag's are indicators of resonance of a particular mode of oscillation.
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Oblique incidences
Sample numerical results are displayed in Figure 3-10 for the free surface in and out-
side the cylinder at the first resonance peak. In this figure, the geometry is chosen to
be typical for a realistic OWC design with a/h = 0.5 and d/h = 0.2. Note that the
free surface inside is roughly uniform and relatively insensitive to the angle of inci-
dence, only tilting slightly in the direction of the incident wave. On the other hand,
the free surface outside varies considerably with a and seems largely dominated by
the plain wave. The presence of the breakwater is made obvious by the discontinuity
along the axis x = 0.
The free surface amplitude along the outside wall of the cylinder is shown in Fig-
ure (3-11) for ka e 1 and in Figure (3-12) for ka = 3. This information can be useful
for computing wave forces on the structure. Generally, the elevation at the angle
9 = 0 along the breakwater is significantly larger than that on an isolated cylinder.
On the shadow side the elevation is considerably reduced as expected. For compari-
son, the plots show both the profiles for an open cylinder and one extending to the
bottom. Interestingly, at a lower frequency (ka e 1), the difference between the two
cases is very significant, thus showing an interaction with the inside of the cylinder.
On the other hand, at a larger frequency ka = 3, both cases are very close. This
suggests that higher frequency waves do not penetrate the opening.
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Figure 3-10: Free surface elevation inside and around the cylinder for different incidence angles
at resonance of the 0 th mode - a/h = 0.5 ; d/h = 0.2 ; ka = 1.27 ; t = 0. From top left to bottom ,
as a increases: (i) Tail-sea incidence a = 0 ; (ii) Oblique incidence a= 7r/4 ; (iii) Normal incidence
a = 7r/2 ; (iv) Oblique incidence a = 3r/4 ; (v) Head-sea incidence a = 7r.
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Figure 3-11: Polar plot of the free surface elevation amplitude along the outside wall of the cylinder
- r = a - for different incidence angles - a/h = 0.5 ; ka = 1.12. Dots: cylinder extending to the
bottom ; Solid line: truncated empty cylinder with d/h = 0.2. From top left to bottom , as a
increases: (i) Tail-sea incidence a = 0 ; (ii) Oblique incidence a = 7r/4 ; (iii) Normal incidence
a = 7r/2 ; (iv) Oblique incidence a = 3,r/4 ; (v) Head-sea incidence a = ir.
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Figure 3-12: Polar plot of the free surface elevation amplitude along the outside wall of the cylinder
- r = a - for different incidence angles - a/h = 0.5 ; ka = 3. Dots: cylinder extending to the bottom
; Red line: truncated empty cylinder with d/h = 0.2. From top left to bottom , as a increases: (i)
Tail-sea incidence a = 0 ; (ii) Oblique incidence a = 7r/4 ; (iii) Normal incidence a = 7r/2 ; (iv)
Oblique incidence a = 37r/4 ; (v) Head-sea incidence a = 7r.
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In summary, the main result here is that the amplitude of the hydrodynamic
coefficient F and thus the power output are independent of the incident angle of the
incoming wave for this configuration. However, the breakwater affects significantly
the wave pattern outside the cylinder.
3.4 Extracted Power
3.4.1 Numerical Results
Different configurations have been investigated in order to evaluate the influence of
parameters such as the size, the draft and the wave frequency. As a first exercise,
we fix the turbine characteristics and rotational speed and study how the size of the
OWC impacts the power extraction.
We present the results for a sample case with numerical values similar to those
of the pilot station in Pico Island, Azores, Portugal. The inputs are : D = 2a,
Vo = wa2h, N = 2000 rpm ; K = 0.45 (for one turbine); h = 10m ; Pw/Pa = 1000 ;
g = 9.8m.s - 2 and ca = 340m.s- 1
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Figure 3-13: Variation against the normalized frequency kh: (i) Capture Length ;
free surface elevation inside the OWC. d/h = 0.2,h = 10m.
(ii) Average
The mean water surface displacement and the normalized capture length are plot-
ted in Figure (3-13). By comparing with Figure (3-2), it can be seen that rlav and B res-
onance frequencies are close - kh ' 1.5, 2.5, 3.2, 4.1 for ,%ay and kh - 1.9, 2.5, 3.2, 4.1
for B. When the cylinder radius is not large, e.g. a/h < 0.5, there is only one res-
onance peak in the computed range, dominated by the Helmholtz mode where the
free surface in the chamber is essentially horizontal. The peak is higher for a smaller
cylinder and occurs at a larger kh. It must be noted here that for the smallest cylinder
(a/h = 0.25) the average elevation at resonance is more than 4 times the amplitude
of the incoming wave. The linearization theory used in this model is challenged for
OWC's of smaller radius. Let us limit the discussion to larger structures. A practical
value for an OWC is probably close to a/h = 0.5. Then linearization is still valid.
The normalized capture length kL also features a peak around the same resonance
frequency - kh , 2.5, 2.9, 3.4, 4.2. However, for this set of parameters, kL amplitude
and bandwidth increase with the cylinder radius. It is necessary to investigate further
to understand how to optimize the efficiency.
3.4.2 Optimization Power Output
For a chosen frequency the theoretical maximum power output can be found by
derivating with respect to both the turbine characteristics X and the size of the
cylinder/chamber system 3, yielding the well-known criteria:
O(w) = C(w) and X(w) = B(w) (3.4.1)
or equivalently,
Vo Pw C(w) KD p, _ B(w) (3.4.2)
-- = - and K - = (3.4.2)
ciaa Pa - 2  Na pa w
The corresponding maximum capture length follows from (3.1.11) under criteria
(3.4.1),
kL < gka (3.4.3)
Cgw 4B
thus, after using (3.3.26), we get
kLmax= 1 (3.4.4)
i.e. the maximum capture length is equal to the wavelength divided by 27r. In this
regard, the OWC is similar to a heaving buoy.
In practise, the system geometry cannot be changed for different frequencies. It
is likely easier to control the number, the blade angle and the rotation speed of the
turbines, i.e., it is possible to vary the value of X in real time over a wide interval of
kh.
For a fixed pneumatic chamber volume Vo, we take OL/OX = 0 and get for opti-
mum capture,
X(w) = B(w) + C(w) - () (3.4.5)
where all terms on the right-hand side are known functions of frequencies once the
geometry is fixed. The optimum capture length is then
-- 2
kLt(w) = +2 (3.4.6)
The maximum efficiency of 1 is achieved under the condition:
kLpt(w) = 1 if and only if /(w) = C(w) (3.4.7)
A typical result with this control strategy is shown in Figure 3-14. kL, r~,, the
pressure and the turbine parameter X are presented as functions of the incident wave
frequency kh for different OWC sizes - a/h = 0.25 ; 0.5 ; 1. There is clearly a qual-
itative difference from figure (3-13). The capture length and the elevation now have
two maximum peaks per mode (before each zero of JO) with a significant amplitude
between the two maxima. Recall that zeros of J6(ka) correspond to zeros of kL(ka)
and happen first at ka = 3.83 ; 7.02. For example, in the case a/h = 0.5, kL = 1 at
kh . 2.6 and kh - 5.2. For a/h = 1, kL = 1 at kh % 1.9 and kh a 3.1 for the first
mode, kL = 1 at kh r 4.1 and kh " 4.5 for the second mode.
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Figure 3-14: Variation against the normalized frequency kh for an optimized efficiency; ( i) Non-
dimensional turbine parameter. (ii) Capture Length . (iii) Average free surface elevation inside the
OWC ; (iv) Average pressure inside OWC; For a/h = 0.25 0.5 ; 1. In all cases h = 10m, d/h = 0.2,
V, = ra2h.
Note that the pressure and turbine parameter X show only one peak per mode each,
corresponding respectively to the frequency of the second (kh a 5.2 for a/h = 0.5)
and first (kh • 2.6 for a/h = 0.5) peak of the capture length. The reason is as follows.
At these frequencies, the expression of X and a - respectively (3.4.5) and (3.1.8) - can
be simplified by using the fact that 3 = C. It implies that X = B and P Oc 1/ /B.
Now, B is maximum around the first peak (kh - 2.6) and very small at the second
(kh , 5.2) as shown in figure (3-2). Hence X is small but Pa is large at kh e 5.2.
The increase in efficiency brought by the control strategy appears clearly when com-
paring directly the capture length for the same OWC geometry without control for
different fixed turbine characteristics as in Figure (3-15). By construction, the op-
timized OWC has always a capture length at least equal to any passive case value.
The optimized case is the envelope of the curves when X varies.
Let's now look more closely at this double peak behaviour. This phenomenon
has been described by Sarmento and Falcdo [14]. It has been shown earlier that
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Figure 3-15: Capture length against the normalized frequency kh with fixed parameter turbines
(dashed lines) and an optimized turbine (solid line); d/h = 0.2 ; d/h = 0.5 ; h = 10m. For the fixed
parameter turbines: N = 2000 rpm ; K = 0.45 ; D = a , 2a , 4a.
the capture length is at its maximum reachable value, i.e. 1, when / = C (3.4.7).
Indeed, Figure (3-16) shows that the frequencies for which kL = 1 (bottom graph)
correspond to points where the P(kh) and C(kh) curves intersect. Then, the double
peak is explained by the added mass profile. For each mode, the added mass curve
has a bell-shaped part which can intersect twice the P(kh) curve. We note that
V = - 2c -w) 2 Oc -kh tanh(kh) so that / c< -kh for kh large. The variation is
almost linear for most frequencies.
1 2 3 4 6s k/h
Figure 3-16:
a/h = 1 ; h =
equals the 3 -
Variation with the normalized frequency kh for an optimized efficiency ; d/h = 0.2 ;
10m. (bottom) The capture length equals 1 when (top) the added mass - solid line -
dotted line.
kL
· · · · 1
A well-known strategy to increase energy extraction efficiency is to introduce
control in the power-takeoff system and to make the extraction rate complex where the
real part corresponds to elasticity. In the OWC system air compressibility provides,
through 3, such elasticity. The air in the chamber amounts to an elastic spring of
negative elasticity whose amplitude increases monotonically with the wave frequency.
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Figure 3-17: Capture length (solid), added mass (dashed) and 0 coefficient (dotted) against
the normalized frequency kh (optimized efficiency) for different pneumatic chamber volumes Vo ;
a/h = 0.5, d/h = 0.2 ; h = 10m: (i) Vo -- 0 (uncompressible case) ; (ii) Vo = 2ra2h ; (iii)Vo = 10ra2h.
Since the efficiency depends on the relative behaviour of C and 3, we shall study
how changes in the latter quantity affect the results. Recall that 3 is linked to the
characteristics of the air chamber through its volume Vo and the speed of sound in
air ca which accounts for compressibility 
- /3= - V . The following discussion is
similar to that by Sarmento & Falc5o [14] for a two-dimensional geometry. Let us fix
the size and geometry of the immersed part of the OWC but consider different sizes
of the air chamber Vo. Beginning from a relatively small volume, as Vo increases, the
/3(kh) curve is shifted downwards causing the two intersection points with C(kh) to
.I
io
converge towards the local minimum of this function at kh ; 3. This means that the
two peaks of the capture length curve also converge into a single peak - cases (ii),
(iii) and (iv). At the same time, as the distance between the two intersection points
decrease, it leads to a higher amplitude of the capture length in this frequency range.
In the limiting case (v), as Vo is increased further, C(kh) and 6(kh) become tangent
to each other. Then, the two intersection points coalesce. The OWC now only has a
single resonance frequency. If Vo continues to increase, there is no intersection any-
more between C(kh) and )(kh). Thus, the capture length profile does not reach the
maximum value 1 anymore - see (vi). This corresponds to poor efficiency. The limit
is Vo - 0 (i) is equivalent to an incompressible approximation, i.e. ca -+ 00. In
this case, P is equal to zero. Thus, the capture length has only one maximum at the
frequency where C vanishes. Compared to cases (ii) to (vi), this situation leads to a
much smaller bandwidth and a smaller height in the neighbourhood of the resonance
frequencies.
Finally we show the effects of the draft d/h on the extraction efficiency in Figure
(3-18) on kLopt, lav, P and the optimum x for different values of cylinder draft
d/h = 0.1 ; 0.2 ; 0.3. It can be seen that a smaller draft leads to a better efficiency
(bandwidth and amplitude) for this particular choice of chamber volume. Resonance
occurs at higher frequencies if the draft is smaller. Recall that as the draft decreases,
the curve of C(kh) becomes flatter. This means that the two intersection points
between 3(kh) and C curve are wider apart. This explains why the smaller draft
corresponds to a broader efficiency bandwidth.
Practical concerns may limit how small the draft can be. In fact, for an OWC, the
wall must be deep enough so that air cannot penetrate inside the cylinder for large
amplitude waves.
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Figure 3-18: Variation against the normalized frequency kh for an optimized efficiency: (i) Capture
Length ; (ii) Average free surface elevation inside the OWC ; (iii) Radiation damping ; (iv) Added
mass ; (v) Average pressure ; (vi) Non-dimensional turbine parameter. d/h = 0.1 0.2 ; 0.3. In all
cases a/h = 0.5, h - 10m.
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Chapter 4
OWC on a Straight Coast
We shall consider here a different configuration consisting of an OWC installed on a
straight coastline which is equivalent to a 180o wedge as shown in figure (4-1). In this
case, it can be anticipated that the power extraction will no longer be independent
of the incidence angle. Let us adopt the model developed in the previous sections to
this new geometry.
2a
r=a
>6'ý
N:a
Figure 4-1: Sketch of the considered configuration: OWC installed on a straight coastline.
4.1 Radiation Problem
The velocity potentials both inside (0c) and outside (qo) the column is governed
by the Laplace equation. On the free surface inside the column, the air pressure is
assumed to be uniform in space so that
w2
g
P,
p9
z = 0, r<a (4.1.1)
Outside the column the water surface is pressure-free. Waves can only be outgoing.
In the form of an eigenfunction expansion, using the angular symmetry, the potential
inside the chamber is:
iP
pw
-iP 000 In(,tr)
0h c = DEi1neP n nI(er) Ze(z)
Th oi =0 n=o a a In(esa)
The outside potential can be expressed as
S00 K2n 0( er)z= wEz , Ký (r,,a) Ztx) cos(Ene
(4.1.2)
(4.1.3)
r-- = n=O n
It satisfies the no-flux boundary condition on the half lines 0 = 0 and 0 = r and is
symmetric with respect to the direction 0 = ~
The unknown coefficients Dne, Ene must be chosen to ensure the continuity of
potential and radial flux on the open part of the column surface,
0o = c C and ar
=zc
- 0- = U(zr),ar r=a, -h< z< -d, 0< 0<Ir.
(4.1.4)
Taking the radial derivatives, we get, for r = a:
Oqo -iP Z Z
Or pw f=o n=o
0c= 
-iP DnZOr pw =o n=O
(z) cos(2n9)
e(z) cos(n [0 (4.1.5)
Cos n 0 -fl)2
By invoking the condition of flux continuity, we get
7r ipw Pf -d
-En = P U(z, )Ze(z) cos(2n9)d&dz
En Ph 0 -_
Dn -Ph I U(z, -)Ze(z) cos(n 0 - ] )ddz
Continuity of the potential on r = a, -h < z < -d, 0 < 0 • r requires
E Kn nn(iea) Ze(z) cos(2nO) = 1 +
Z=Z 
n=O 
Iea 
KZ0(Fva)00 00 In Krtaa
Due In(,ea) Zt(z) cos(n 0 - )
t=o n=o 0 ja I1 (2a)2
which leads to an integral equation for U(z):
=0 =0 Ze(z')h
1=0 n=0
1
2
1 " U(z', 0') cos(n [0' -
[J U(z', 0') cos(2nO')dO' K2(a) cos(2n)
So K~n(N(a)
)d09' cos(n)d lj(K In ( ,,a) 0- 9 r] dz'Ze(z) }
(4.1.9)
Taking into account the symmetry of the problem and adapting from (3.2.13), U(z, 0)
is expressed as:
S= iP 00 00
U(z,) = amp cos(2m
m=0 p=O
(4.1.10)
Let us recall that:
2(-1)
up(Z) = (T2p
7r (h-d)2-h)
(z + h-h-d) (4.1.11)
(4.1.6)
(4.1.7)
iP
apw
(4.1.8)
[0 ')u.(z)2ll,.
where T, is the nth Chebychev polynomials. Moreover:
Fpe up(z)Ze(z)dz = N 11/2J2p{ e(h - d)}
-h
Rmn j cos(2m 0 - ) cos(n [0 - )d =fo 1 2 2 - 7n
(-1)m2nsin(n4 )
n2-4m2
j1 cos(2m [ - ) cos (2nO) dO = (-1)m 6amn
This leads to the relation:
h oo oo oo mo
a E= E E mf=o n=0 p=O =0
2m = n
2m 
- n,
(4.1.13)
(4.1.14)
1 I n(tea)SampF,•P I'(,a) cos(n(02 ja ( K(f a) Z(z)}
(4.1.15)
which, after multiplying both sides by cos (2M [0 - ) .Up(z) and integrating for
0 E [0, r] and z E [-h, 0], yields, for any pair of integer (M, P):
-Fp
p=O f=0 E=M
m=O p=O n=O .e=0
EFpRmn In,(a) RMnFpý
27 Kea In(Ka)
This linear system of equations can be solved numerically for the variables {amp}.
This gives the complete solution for the flow resulting of the radiation problem.
m (-1)mSmn K2n(a) cos(2nO)Em Kea 1K(a)
h
7 h 6 PO6MO
a
(4.1.16)
(4.1.12)
Km(Ka) }Kea K•M (Kta)Fp
The radiation damping and added mass B and C are deduced from the Dn, coef-
ficients:
QR = -(8 - iC)Pa = IL Oqz= dS
SC 9z=o
B=iDoe ea I(ar) Z'(0)dS}
sI t a Kea IA(nta)
and
(4.1.18)
(4.1.19)if, iDo Io(Ker)
ea a I6(Kea) Z1(0)dS
4.2 Diffraction Problem
We assume that the incident wave arrives from the direction 0 = a with respect the
breakwater ( the x axis). The total potential outside the column is composed of two
parts: poD due to a solid cylinder extending the entire depth, and 'pR due to the
opening.
po(r, 0, z) = (PD +•OR (4.2.20)
where the first part is known from Appendix B and can be rewritten as
00 m
-igA, 2E1i cos nce-2Y' (ka)
ZOD W HI(ka)Dn=Ow ~ ((ka) (Jn(kr) -
JYn (kr) zo cos nO
(ka) Zo (4.2.21)
(4.2.21)
so that
(4.1.17)
j= -!a
Let us note that:
-igAo 0
= w 2en(-i)n
n=O
-igA 2(_i
W n=O
H Y,(ka) Y Z(kr O) cos na cos nO
HA(ka) I"lljZo(0)iY('(ka)
J n ( k r )
(Jn(kr) n- (ka)
H'(ka) Jn(kr) - iJ7 (ka)Hl(ka) Yn(kr))
Zo(z)Zo _ cos na cos nO
Zo(O)
-igAo
-igAo
w
00
O26n(i)"
n=o
00O
••En(-i)
n=O
(Jn(kr)
(Jn(kr) -
- J(ka) H(kr) cos na cos nO
H4(ka) Zo (0)
(ka) H(kr)) Zo(z)
HA(ka) Zo(0)
{cos (n [a + 9]) + cos (n [a - 0])}
(4.2.22)
Physically, this is the potential created by the superposition of two symmetrically
incident waves scattered by a cylinder extending to the bottom without breakwater.
The two incident wave directions are 7r + a and 7r - a.
The second part pa due the opening is
PR -igAo Z(z)
e£= n=O
A, Kn(er) cos nOnan Kn(sea)
which satisfies:
=-- 0 1
00 0 = 0, 7r for all r > a
In(er Z(z)
nea I n (rea)
(4.2.24)
(4.2.25)
where Bne and Cne are unknown. Note that for £ = 0, no = -ik and
In(-ikr) = (-i)'Jn(kr) (4.2.26)
POD
(4.2.23)
Inside the column (r < a), we have:
c = gA : (B•e cos nO + C, sin nO)
n=O £=0
Since VD already satisfies the no flux condition on the wall of the cylinder, conti-
nuity of radial velocity requires
-d<z<0
U(z,0) -h < z <-d
or r < 0 < 2ir
; 0<_0<r
which implies :
cos nOZe(z)
00 00
= 55 (Bnt cos nO + Cn, sin nO) Ze(z)
n=0 e=0
0S0aw U(z' ,O) -d<z<0-h<z<-d or 7 < 0 < 27(4.2.28)0<0< Wr
- - 2
Using orthogonality, we get for any f and n:
7r iaw fOA -d
-An, = - U(0, z)Ze(z) cos(nO)dOdz
En ghAo o h-
27r{B,,,e; Cn,e}
En
iaw or" -d
= AU(O, z)Ze(z){cos(nO) ; sin(nO)}dOdzghA-o 
-h
Continuity of potentials requires for -h < z < -d, 0 < 0 < 3r
n0oo 2Enicosnae- -- YY,(ka) IJ(ka) - YJ(ka) Zo(z)
n=O H'(kaa) Yn(k cosa(
V100o n=oAs~ (,a) Z(z) cos nO
=- En= Et=o (Bne cos nO + Cne sin nO) ea n(a) Z (z)
Let us denote for brevity:
2eni cos nae-2 Yn'(ka)
Zo(0)H (ka) ( J Y(ka)Y(ka) (4.2.32)
8 OR
or Or (4.2.27)
O e Ano
n=O f=O
(4.2.29)
(4.2.30)
(4.2.31)
-
'
This yields:
.Fn Cos n Zo(z) +
n=O0 =0
Ane Kn(a) Z (z) cos nO
A~Ka K (,Kea)IZO
00 00 I( )
= ( (Bn cos nO + C• e sin nO) I(a) Z(z)
n=0 ue=o I2ea I (iea) Z
After using (4.2.29, 4.2.30), it can be rewritten as:
0 E j- r -dEn I u(o', z')Ze(z')
n=0 =0 27r h eh
oo 0 1 I" -d
-+ - n r U(O', z')Ze(z')
n=O £=o
1 U( ',z')Z(z)
7r ho 
-
n= eo
n=0 1=0
sin(nO')dO'dz'sin(nO) In(rea) ZI(z)Kea 1 (Kta)
cos(nO')dO'dz' cos(nO) In(Kea) Z(z)Kea I (Kea)
cos(nO')dO'dz' Kn(Kea) Ze(z) cos(nO)
rKea K' (iea)
+ igAo JF.cosnO Zo(z)
n=0
(4.2.34)
which is an integral equation for U(O, z) ; 0 < 0 < 7r , -h < z < -d:
SdO'dz'U(z', 0')C(z, 0; z'Y,z', ') = igA E n cos nO Zo(z)aw= n=0
with the kernel:
KC(z, 0; z', 0') - 00 00 Kn( )0- e heahKn K,(nea) Ze(z)Z,(z') cos(nO) cos(nO')
n=0 =0 ea Kn(a)
+ E0 E In(tea) Ze(z)Ze(z') [sin(nO) sin(nO') + cos(nO) cos(nO')]
2 ih Kea I n(Kea)
(4.2.36)
Now, we solve for U(8, z) by expanding it as a series of base functions. Expecting
(4.2.33)
(4.2.35)
singularities of the velocity at z = -d, let us write U(O, z) as:
00 00
U(O, z) - -iA E (amp cosmO + 3mp sin mO) up(z)
m=0 p=0
The following integrals can be easily evaluated:
JO 7r
Scos(mO) cos(nO)dO = 6nm0 Em
7r
sin(nO) sin(mO)dO = -~6nm (1 - 6mo)
2
(4.2.37)
(4.2.38)
(4.2.39)
o cos(m) sin(nO)dO =n(1 (- )n +m)  (4.2.4
Using this notation, the integral equation (4.2.34) or (4.2.35) can be rewritten as:
0)
-2rampFp•,mn
n=O f=0 m=O p=O
K( cosnZ(za))
cea K"(r•ea) cosnZe()
m(1 - (-1)n+m) Kn(nea)
m-2n 2 I ea K' (Kea)
+Enkmp -6nm(2( m(1 - (-1)fl+m)(1 - 6mo) sin nO + m2 _2 cos nO In (eta)PeKea In(Ktea) Ze(z)
S ( c n(1 - (-1)n+m) sinena p rnm cos nO + 2 2 in nEm n - mn
Fp In(iea)FpK ZI(K se a I"(,• a)
h
= 2-3Fn cos nOZo(z)
n=0
(4.2.41)
By multiplying the above with up(z) cos MO and up(z) sin MO in turn and integrating
over the range 0 < 0 < 7r, -h < z - d, we get for any integer P and M:
m(1 - (-1)n+m) ,
2
-n 2  Mnm 2 -n M
( 2 n(1 - (-1)n+m) n( - (-1n+M)Enmp ~S6nm6Mn + n2 - 2 n2 _ M 2EM ( r
S 21r2  KM(iea)
EM Zmn 6MnMpFpFP ea K; (iea)n=O £=o m=O p=O
n(1 - (-1)n+M)(1 - ) 2 M2
FpeFpl
•ea In (,ta)
FpF+e
,ea I"(rta)
27r3mpFpFp m(1 - (- 1 )M+m) KM(~ea)
m 2 - M2 e•a K' M(ra)
(4.2.42)
and
1 r m(1 - (-1)n+m) M(1 - (-1)M+n)1 - 6mo) 2Mn (1 - 6MO) 2 M 2 M2 _ n2
I (Kea)
. I F, a ) Fpt
F ea In(Ke a)
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After simplification, the above equations give:
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amp and ••,p are solution of this linear system of equations. After solving it, all Ae,
Bne and Ca0 coefficients can be deduced from the previous relations. Then the po-
tential in the entire fluid domain is found.
The diffraction coefficient F is readily obtained,
F -lO C dSAo s, az
-2 aig a In(er)
-2ig j Boe Zj (O)rdr (4.2.46)
w J =o 0 Kea P (Kta)
which gives,
-2i7 a0 0 In(ier)
a e= •a I(I'iea)Ze(O)rdr (4.2.47)
4.3 Results on Radiation and Scattering
As in the case of the thin breakwater (3.2.2), the radiation solution can be checked
by comparing the energy flux at infinity with the rate of work of the forcing pressure
inside the cylinder. Let us recall that the following relation must be satisfied:
P], - dS = -p--- --rdS (4.3.48)
so -Z z=O sff Sat a
where Sc is the internal free surface and SR the surface of a circular half cylinder of
any radius larger than a.
By definition, the left-hand side equals p(fa2 B/2. Invoking the eigenfunction expan-
sions and taking the radius of SR to be infinitely large, the right-hand side can be
derived, yielding the relation:
Pa _ -- (4.3.49)
2 pW Z n ' (ka)2 IH2n(ka)l 2
or
3 = h/a0 0 EO 2 1(4.3.50)
2 (ka)2 n=O IH~,(ka)l2
This equality is satisfied by the numerical results as shown in table (4.1) for different
frequencies. For this computation as in the rest of this section the infinite series are
truncated using Nc = 5, Nt = 50 and Ne = 600 - see section 3.3.3.
kh 1.024 1.719 2.085 3.169 4.075 5.468
B/2 0.58206 3.93720 2.77660 0.41008 6.43400 0.16643
k) =00 IEnHo2, 0.58206 3.93720 2.77660 0.41008 6.43400 0.16643(ka)2 n=0 En IH'(ka)
Table 4.1: Comparison between the energy flux at infinity and the rate of work of the forcing
pressure inside the cylinder - relation (4.3.50) - for different values of ka ; a/h = 0.5 ; d/h = 0.2.
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Figure 4-2: Effects of geometry on the variations with the normalized frequency kh : (i) Radiation
damping B ; (ii) Added mass C ; a/h = 0.5 ; d/h = 0.2. Solid: straight coast. Dotted: Thin
breakwater.
Figure (4-2) shows the obtained radiation damping coefficient and added mass
for a chosen geometry (a/h = 0.5 and d/h = 0.2) compared to the breakwater case
studied in chapter 3. Clearly, the present case features an additional peak in B
(kh , 4.1) between the first maximum (kh e 1.7) previously identified as Helmholtz
mode (kh e 2.6 for the thin breakwater) and the first zero of JO (kh , 7.7). A
1
-A
corresponding singularity in C exists at the same frequency kh : 4.1.
Let us recall that this radiation problem is not axisymmetric given the presence of
the infinite wall. Thus, non-axisymmetric modes (I,(,ier) cos (n [0 - 2]), n = 0) con-
tribute. In fact, the zeroth order modes Io(rer) actually can't exist alone. There must
be non-axisymmetric modes, at least evanescent local contributions, for the no-flux
boundary condition to be satisfied along the cylinder wall between ir and 2i.
A more detailed view of the oscillation patterns at the two peaks is given when
IoI/ •, A(O)
ij/- A(O)
tI P9!
Figure 4-3: Polar plot of the free surface elevation amplitude along the outside wall of the cylinder
(r = a) and of the coefficient A(O) for kr >> 1 - h/a = 0.5 ; d/h = 0.2. Top: ka = 0.85923. Bottom:
ka = 2.022.
looking at the angular dependence of the radiated potential. Figure (4-3) presents
polar plots of the outside free surface elevation amplitude along the wall and at in-
finity for frequencies close to each peak in the case a/h = 0.5, i.e. ka = 0.859 and
ka = 2.022. At infinity, the potential is written,
P eikr
-(r, O) = PA(O) , kr >> 1 (4.3.51)
where only the propagating terms J,(kr) of the series contribute. Thus A(0) is pre-
sented as the free surface amplitude angular variation far from the OWC.
Both top and bottom plots show, with roughly circular curves, that the main contri-
bution outside the cylinder still comes from the axisymmetric mode Ko(ier). That is
especially true for the propagating part A(0). As can be expected, the non-isotropic
modes (K2n(Ker) cos (2n9), n - 0) have a larger amplitude for larger frequencies (sec-
ond peak shown by the bottom plot with less circular curves) and are mostly present
as evanescent contributions along the wall.
Inside the OWC, a combination of the axisymmetric term and the first order
(I (Ker) cos (0 - !)) dominates as shown by the fact that the first zero of J - J( (ka) =
0 for ka = 1.84 - corresponds to a close-to-zero minimum in radiation damping -
kh e 3.7 in figure (4-2). This effect divides the resonance peak of the thin breakwa-
ter into two smaller peaks for the present straight coast case. This can be observed
in figure (4-4) where another straight coast geometry is also presented (a/h = 1).
Moreover, the curves are functions of ka and not kh which allows to see more clearly
the effect of the zero of J( at the frequency ka = 1.84.
Note also that the amplitude of the radiation damping is significantly less than
for the thin breakwater case. The frequency of the first resonance is also reduced. In
the example case of a/h = 0.5 and d/h = 0.2, the first maximum is kh ; 2.6 for a
thin breakwater and kh , 1.7 for the straight coast case.
All these results show that the modification of the geometry brings significant
qualitative changes.
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Figure 4-4: Variation of the radiation damping with the normalized frequency ka for a/h = 0.5 ; 1
and d/h = 0.2. Solid: straight coast. Dotted: Thin breakwater.
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Figure 4-5: Scattering coefficient as a function of the angle of incidence a. Straight coastline,
a/h = 0.5 ; d/h = 0.2 ; ka = 0.901 , 1.585 , 2.040. (i) 2 (a) ; (ii) ratio (a) 10)
For the scattering problem, the major difference from the previous breakwater ge-
ometry is that the scattering coefficient F now depends on the angle of incidence a as
shown in figure (4-5) for different frequencies for the geometry a/h = 0.5, d/h = 0.2.
The angles are taken from 0 to 7r/2 since the problem is symmetric with respect to
0 = 7r/2. The normalized curve on the right shows that the variation can be as
large as 80% between a glancing and a normal incidence. Another feature is that the
variation does not follow a single trend. For ka = 0.901 and ka = 1.585, the profile
is monotonous, the scattering coefficient increasing with the angle of incidence and
reaching a maximum at normal incidence. However, for ka = 2.040, as the angle
11 0.901
2.040
1.585
'"
increases, I2 (a) first decreases, reaches a minimum around 7r/4 and then increases
to reach a maximum at 7r/2.
These results have been used to check the solution of the scattering problem
through the relation:
98= 1 Ilf(aC) 1da87CPq (4.3.52)
where B is known from the radiation solution. This is the equivalent of equation
(3.3.26) for the straight coast line geometry with the only change being the range of
integration of IFo(a) limited to [0; 7r] in
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the current case [32].
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Figure 4-6: Variation with the normalized frequency kh of for: (i) Capture Length ; (ii) Average
free surface elevation inside the OWC ; (iii) Added mass ; (iv) Non-dimensional turbine parameter.
In all cases a/h = 0.5 ; d/h = 0.2 ; h = 10m. Solid: straight coast. Dotted: Thin breakwater.
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4.4 Power Extraction
We shall now examine the power extraction by combining the radiation and scattering
solutions with the power take-off model discussed in section 3.1. The control strategy
described in section 3.4.2 is applied to obtain the following results. Keeping the same
size for the OWC: h = 10m, a/h = 0.5, d/h = 0.2 ; Figure (4-6) shows the capture
length, average inside free surface amplitude, added mass and turbine coefficient, all
for normal incidence. The results are compared with those for the thin breakwater
case. It is interesting to look first at (iii) which shows C(kh) and 3(kh). Recall that
the single resonance peak of the thin breakwater case is replaced by two peaks in the
straight coast line case. Now there are two extra intersection points between C and
6. Consequently, kL (i) and rl (ii) both exhibit 4 local maxima at these 4 intersection
frequencies (kh O 1.8 ; kh , 3.1 ; kh , 4.1 ; kh , 4.5) instead of 2 in the thin
breakwater case (kh - 2.6 ; kh , 5.2). While the amplitude, rav is of the same order,
the capture length is significantly increased. The maxima in the current case is about
2.8 which means that the efficiency at resonance is almost tripled. Moreover, the
amplitude is almost always larger in the latter case with a small deficit only around
the zero of J{ and at larger frequencies. For most frequencies in the practical range
- kh < 5 - the capture length is more than doubled.
The optimized turbine parameter X covers a smaller range than in the thin break-
water case: this good for design purposes since it means the characteristics of the
power take-off system do not need to be as versatile. However, the profile of X is less
smooth with two maxima (compared to only one previously) and quick variations.
This potentially introduces more demand on the control system.
Figure (4-7) shows the capture length as a function of kh for three different angles
of incidence - a = 0 , 7r/4 , 7r/2. The result demonstrates that the significant gain
in efficiency is not limited to a normal incidence but is also true (to a lesser degree)
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Figure 4-7: Variation of the Captured length with the normalized frequency kh; a/h = 0.5 ; d/h =
0.2. Solid: straight coast. Dotted: Thin breakwater. For the straight coast, a = 0 ; 7r/4 ; 7r/2.
for all angles. Analytically, the optimum capture length is now given by:
kLot(a) ) 2 (4.4.53)
fo F(a) I da'
which is obtained by combining (3.1.11), (3.4.1) and (4.3.52) when 3(kh) = C(kh).
This means that when / and C intersect, the angular average of the capture length
is 2. It is consistent with figure (4-7).
Thus, this model shows that the infinite reflecting coast line acts, on average, like
a concentrator of wave and doubles the efficiency of the OWC compared to an open
sea configuration (equivalent to a thin breakwater).
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Different approaches have been developed to model coastline OWC devices. The hy-
brid element method used for the Foz do Douro OWC power plant allows one to treat
complex structure geometries, specific local bathymetry and neighbouring coastline.
The results we obtained for an early design show a large resonance inside the OWC
chamber. The breakwater affects significantly the local wave pattern and how the
free surface amplitude depends on the angle of incidence of the incoming waves.
An analytical model has been used to treat idealized geometries and predict the
power extraction efficiency when considering power take off by Wells turbines. In the
case of a circular cylinder at the tip of a thin breakwater, it has been shown that
the power extraction is unaffected by the angle of incidence. For a circular cylinder
along a straight coast, there are variations with the angle of incidence and the angular
average efficiency is twice that of the previous configuration.
In both studies, the results show the effect of the different geometrical parameters
such as the cylinder radius, the draft, the pneumatic chamber volume and the fre-
quency. This allows optimizing the resonance frequency and bandwidth for a specific
wave climate. Moreover, the significant effect of air compressibility has been con-
firmed and a control strategy based on turbine control has been presented with a
clear impact on efficiency.
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The present approach can be extended for different coastline configurations with
little efforts. Finally, we believe that in order to obtain a more complete and precise
solution, especially near resonance, the next step is to account for nonlinearities such
as vortex shedding.
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Appendix A
Hybrid element variational
principle
This section explores in more details the hybrid element method following Yue, Chen
and Mei [24, 25]. Let us show that the boundary value problem studied in chapter 2
is equivalent to the stationarity of the functional:
J(0, 0') = (Vq) 2 dV - f 2dF
Jj,[( ('-0,) 2 ]dS (A.0.1)
+ 2 )n 2 an
where F is the free surface of V (z = 0) and i is the unit normal pointing outward
from the fluid.
Let's recall that the fluid domain is divided into two regions: the near field V where
the spatial factor of the velocity potential 0 is approximated by finite elements with
unknown nodal coefficients and the far field V' where the potential ' is represented
by eigenfunction expansions. The regions are separated by the cylindrical surface S
as shown in figure 2-1.
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We shall first derive 6J:
+ f[((I
2S6'
6J = ll
an
(V¢.Vs4) dV -
( 2
I wdFIF 9- OdF
a60'
an
using the fact that 561 = 0. By Green's theorem, the first term can be written as:
(V¢.V6s) dV = - jvV2 VJdV +
+ J• j ¢ dF + ¢6 bdSar (A.0.3)
B stands for all solid walls, including the sea bed, inside V. In turn, it gives
6J = -JJV 2¢6¢dV +
+ [II
F Oz
6q - ( - )
r /
W JdF+92t\~Fh~ 6 dB
Or ] dSarI
1) Or]dSarI
(A.0.4)
The last integral can be rewritten,
_1
2
_1
2
IL
1"
2
1 [6r ( ' - 0) + ('- ) dS21 r ar
_ a + W 01) a 6 (4' - A\)
[(¢'- ¢i) (a W '- 01) + W' - 01) ('-i)]r dS
is, U F U B, O r jdS
(A.0.5)
where use is made again of Green's theorem. B' and F' are the walls and the free
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(A.0.2)
"IV 6 dBOn
6- 0,)) ¢' 0¢i ]dS
2 anI
1 0 a(
2 ffs ar
surface of V'. S, is a circular surface boundary extending to the sea bottom at an
infinite distance.
' - 0I satisfies by construction (2.1.6) the Laplace equation (2.1.1), the outgoing
condition at infinity (2.1.7) as well as the free surface (2.1.2) and walls (2.1.3) bound-
ary conditions which means that all the terms in the previous expression are equal to
zero. Thus,
6J = - V2¢6 ~dV + ( - ) dF + jf dB
+ [ r' ' - (J - ¢ o') dSff r O r ar
(A.0.6)
Thus, the functional is stationary (6J(¢, 0') = 0) if and only if the potentials ¢
and 0' satisfy the Laplace equation and the boundary conditions with continuity of
flux and potential at the interface S.
For the numerical implementation, ¢ is expressed as a vector of values at all the
nodal points of the mesh in V and 0' as a vector of the unknown coefficient in the
series expansion (2.1.6). The equation 6J(¢, 0') = 0 then takes the form of a linear
system of equations.
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Appendix B
Appendix: Solid circular cylinder
at the tip of a wedge
Among the exact techniques of solving the classical problem of two-dimensional
diffraction by a semi infinite screen (or a wedge) , Stoker's method [26] can be eas-
ily extended to the diffraction of plane waves by a circular column centered at the
tip of a wedge and standing on the seabed. The example of a cylinder centered at
the head a thin breakwater is a limiting case. The theory to be derived applies to
two dimensional sound waves, and can be modified to similar problems in elastic,
electromagnetic and other media.
For simplicity the sea depth h is assumed to be constant everywhere. Let the solid
part of the wedge be given by r > a, vir < 0 < 0. A solid cylinder of radius a is
centered at the the tip of the wedge. An incident plane wave approaches from angle a
with respect to the x axis (0 = 0). Since h = constant the three-dimensional velocity
potential can be written as d((r, 9, z) = q(r, 0) cosh k(z + h). We shall consider the
horizontal factor q which satisfies the Helmholtz equation in the (x, y) or (r, 0) plane.
Following Stoker we expand ¢ in Fourier series
1 - 2 nO
0(r, ) = Oo(r) + ÷• -1 n(r)cos Y-, r > a, O < 0 < v7. (B.0.1)
n=1
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where On is the Fourier expansion coefficient (finite Fourier transform) of 0:
n(r.r) = fLr
no
0(r, 0) cos -dO,
V
n = 0, 1, 2, 3,...
On the wedge surfaces 0 = 0, vir the normal derivative
1 &q
r 00
2
vzrr
n nO
-n(r) sin -ii ii (B.0.3)
vanishes for all r > a.
From Helmholtz equation governing 0(r, 0), the Fourier coefficient On must satisfy
d2 nr-- d- r (2r 2
2 +r + k2r2dr2 dr r > a. (B.0.4)
To satisfy the no-flux boundary condition on the cylinder
=d 0 r = a, n =0,1,2,3,.... (B.0.5)
the solution must be of the form,
On = an (Jn/l(kr)
J- y~ (ka) n,(kr)Y ,(krka)
where an remains unknown. Since the total potential is the sum of incident 0I and
scattered OS potentials, the finite Fourier transform of the scattered wave is
(B.0.7)= - = - ' cos dOOn -n O
Since OS must satisfy the radiation condition, we require
-ik ) -• , kr > 1. (B.0.8)
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(B.0.2)
(B.0.6)
n2
n 2n = O,V2 n
,I
Vfr dr
It is easily shown from (B.0.6) that
-i7r/4 _ eir/4 J/, (ka)
Y'n' (ka) kr > 1. (B.0.9)
For a plane incident wave from angle a with respect to the x axis, 'i = Aeikrcos(-a),
the method of stationary phase yields:
( - ik q'(r, 0) cos dO 2 cos -i(kr+r/4)S(B.0.
(B.0.10)
(see Stoker([26], p. 122)). To satisfy (B.0.8) we equate the two asymptotic approxi-
mations above and get
2ri cos e 2e-v- Y,, (ka)
Hn1/ (ka)
where Hnl, Hnl,. In particular if n = 0
In summary the exact solution is
(Jnv (kr) Y'/,,(ka) Yn/, (kr) nOCos -V
(B.0.14)
where Eo = 1; En = 2, n = 1, 2, 3, ... are the Jacobi symbols.
The limiting case v = 2 gives the diffraction potential for a circular cylinder at
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·(d~nd -ikn) ~ a e-i(kr- 2 )
an2 -i(kr- n) v -7 e 2 e-ir/4 ei/4_ /V(ka)Yn',, (ka)
yielding
= 2 cos na e-i(kr+'/4)
V-
(B.0.11)
an =
27r cos 'e n Y ,(ka)
Y,',(ka) - eix/ 2 Jn1 ,(ka)
(B.0.12)
S2riYd (ka)
-H(ka) (B.0.13)
2~in (ka)2ricos -- e nV_ , Y/i(ka)n V
vir Hn, (ka)n=
I = -• d _ik
the tip of a thin breakwater,
Z fcos e 4 iY'/2(ka) J/ 12(ka) n\ o
o H /2 (ka) Jn/2(kr) (ka) Yn/ 2 (kr) cos 2 (B.0.15)
n=O Hn/2(ka) Yn/2(ka)
which can be rewritten as
na _n' nO
S n cos 2-e 4 Jn/2 (kr) cos 2
n=O
+ 6n COS e 4 1 n/2(kr) -i HYn/2(kr) COS
n=o 2  Hn/2(ka) H /2,(ka) 2
(B.0.16)
The first series is the effect of the semi-infinite screen, the second the additional effect
of the cylinder. In the limit of ka -* 0, the second series disappears. Special cases
of a half cylinder on a straight coast v = 1 and a cylinder at the tip of a right angle
corner v = 1/2 can be easily obtained. These exact results can be applied to derive
pressure distributions, wave forces ... etc.
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Appendix C
Waves due to oscillating pressure
over a circular area on the Water
surface
In order to gain a better understanding of why the criteria J'(ka) = 0 plays a signifi-
cant role in many occasions, let us examine the effect of a circular oscillating pressure
corresponding to the radiation problem of an OWC with zero draft d = 0.
C.O.1 Hydrodynamic coefficients
In this idealized case, there is no immerged cylinder. Thus, there is no scattered wave
and the incoming plain wave is simply:
oD = ao EZniJn(kr) cos nO Z
n=O Z(O)
(C.0.1)
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and thus,
- [ dS
aoa Jr<a Oz
S--iI niYn Jn(kr) cosno ) rdrdO
-a JC<a n=O Z(O)
-ik27rtanh(kh) 
a Jo(kr)rdr
a Jo
= 2iirtanh(kh) JA(ka)
-2i rw 2 J(k)
kg
(C.O.2)
Using eq. (3.3.26), this also gives:
B= -w 3  2(ka)
Cgkg
(C.0.3)
Figure C-1: Amplitude (i) and phase (ii) of the scattering hydrodynamic coefficient f against wave
frequency for a cylinder of zero draft. Solid line: theory. Diamonds: numerical results for d/h = 0.
In both cases a/h = 0.1.
Figure (C-1) shows how F varies with kh in a specific example - a/h = 0.1. The
plot presents both the derived analytical expression for zero draft and the numerical
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computation. Both curves match, with the same exact vanishing frequencies - zeros of
J (ka). It can be noted though, that the agreement is not perfect for large frequencies.
The error can reach the order of 10% for certain short waves (kh > 20). However,
we attribute this effect to the finite number of terms in the series of the numerical
model. Moreover, these very high frequencies are usually not in the practical range
of interest for offshore structures.
C.0.2 Radiated power
Let us look now at the radiation problem considering a forcing pressure P inside
the chamber. We have introduced earlier a non dimensional radiated power W - eq.
(3.2.24) - that can be related to 3. In fact,
W = rp dS
2aP 2 Js pPrdS
p2 a 2Or
=_ P 2: dS2aP2 r_ = 9zz=O
-PqR
2aP 2
= R {-qR/P}
4a
= R {p(B + iC4a pw
= -(C.0.4)
4
Using the expression of B (C.0.3), this gives:
W = -r2 aO(ka) (C.0.5)4Cgkg
This derivation is consistent with the numerical results presented in this study.
Both show that for a frequency such that J6(ka) vanishes, there is no propagating
wave outside the cylinder and there is no radiated power.
This a generation of the two-dimensional result of Stoker: When sin ka = 0 there
is no radiation.
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Appendix D
Reciprocal relation - radiation
damping and scattering coefficient
For an arbitrary system of N OWC's, Evans has shown [11] that the elements of the
damping matrix B can be expressed as:
k 2r8rB•m , D, ,,D*(a)d a87rpgA2Cg n M (D.O.1)
where QD(a) is the vertical flux in n-th OWC due to the diffraction of an incident
wave of angle a.
In the case of a single OWC, the matrix B is of dimension 1. Moreover, for a
circular OWC at the tip of a thin breakwater as studied in chapter 2, it has been
shown that QD is independent of a which leads to the simplification:
k J 2 da
B = 87rpgA2C I 2da0xg C10
k 4pgAD
4pgA2C (D.O.2)
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This appendix provides a simplified version of Evans' derivation taking into ac-
count the particularities of this geometry including the thin breakwater.
The spatial potential radiated by a pressure of complex amplitude pja inside the air
chamber is governed by:
ia rt + = 0,
rr rOr / z2
&z g 1
iw -
S a
0
z=0
z 0
= 0, on the walls (Sw)
an
-h< z <0,
; <r<a
r>a
(S)
(SF)
(D.0.3)
(D.0.4)
(D.0.5)and the bottom (SB)
where =- Oc inside the column and ¢ = ¢o outside. In
outgoing at infinity
addition, the wave is
eikr
¢ = 0o ý Ao Zo(z) when r - oo (D.0.6)
cosh (k(z + h))
with Zo(z) =
/ [I + sin h2kh][1 2kh
The usual decomposition is used to write the vertical displacement inside the
OWC:
SdS = - (B - ic) Pa9 Oz (D.0.7)
We consider an incoming plane wave of amplitude Ao from the direction a, •ýo.
The diffraction potential is o = •' + cpS where Wps is outgoing at infinity. Moreover,
we write:
QD= JJdS1C az (D.0.8)
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Applying Green's theorem to 0 over the entire fluid domain within a large vertical
circular cylinder S, encircling the OWC, we have
"ISV[0,¢2* _- *v,2 ] dV =
where aV is the union of S, SF, SB, Sw and S,.
v - * dS (D.0.9)
Using the governing conditions
(D.0.3), (D.0.4) and (D.0.5), only the surface integrals on S and S, do not vanish.
This gives:
- 0z1 dS = - IfI [00 qo5 - i dS
The left-hand-side can be evaluated using (D.0.4),
-c 0 --
=s I ( c g p,
= 2i&
PL i
- ¢c dS
0c dS BOz pw
Ia)]W]dS
(D.0.11)
Using (D.0.6), the right-hand-side is:
Or
=-lim h
r-aoo o
[Ao
ikr - ikr
A*v'k-r 0 k:',ik +
d00o ]
o J
1 + * e-ikr eikr
-2I±+ A Ao2r
= 4irh JAo 2
(D.0.12)
Plugging (D.O.11) and (D.0.12) into (D.0.10), it yields:
13 = 2hpw IAR 2
Pa
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ILL, o (D.0.10)
(D.0.13)
ik - ) rdO2r)
Applying Green' theorem to p = pI + Vs and ¢ and then simplifying using the
boundary conditions in the same way as in (D.O.10), we obtain;
I "" an - n o dS=an/ Js, ¢onaTn
Again, the left-hand-side can be evaluated using (D.O.4),
[ Oz dS
Since cp and q are both outgoing at infinity,
Consequently, the right-hand-side of (D.O.14) is:
JI00 (s OoaOn -n 0 dS = O.an/
11S.0nan
-iAog /f
wZo(0) Jjs0
-iAogh
r-oo wZo(O)
AogkhAo
wZo(O) VJk
- o ) d S = Js SI( qo - eik(zxcos a+y
On On)
r
2 l ikr 1
2rAo ik -- I -J0 1Vk- 2r
lim 2
r-oo o
o- -O n dS
OnOn
sin a) Zo(z)dS
Ao ik (cos 0 cos a + sin 0 sin a)
eikr(cos 0 cos a+sin 0 sin a) rd9
Aogkh /27r 7
SAo 2 e4
wZo (O0) k
where the integration is performed using the method of stationary phase.
Plugging (D.O.15) and (D.O.16) into (D.O.14) gives:
Ao =- z°oQ)pAe
2 vr7pghAo
(D.0.17)
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- 400j) dSan (D.O.14)
-i 0 o~ dS-YazJLkg O2
pw
(D.O.15)
(1 - cos (0 - a)) eikr(l+cos(-a))dO
(D.0.16)
az
pg
-ip" s O•= - fi 89-Tdp z
Thus, using this expression of AR into equation (D.O.13), we get:
27whpw Z2(0)j52
p 87rh 2p2 2A2
2^D QD SwZ2 (0)4hpg2A2•z gno)
=~y ••o
2D QD
(D.O.18)
khgNow, let us note that: Z(0)= khg It yields the final result:
c w
k
4pgAoC, 2D (D.0.19)
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